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1. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this contract is to develop a computer pro-
gram to predict the inviscid, transonic flow field about isolated
nacelles. Furthermore, the problem is to be formulated to solve
Euler's equations without any approximation (such as small dis-
turbances) and hence the terminology "exact" solution.
The flow field is complicated by the presence of imbedded
shock waves, an engine-inlet interface and exhaust plumes. Fur-
thermore, the transonic nacelles of interest have a very slender
but blunt cowl lip. This creates two distinct length scales, the
length of the nacelle and the cowl lip radius that can differ by
several orders of magnitude. These aspects of the flow field
present many numerical difficulties.
Our approach.to the problem is to calculate the nacelle flow
field using the method of time-dependent computations (TDC). Al-
though at the time of the issuance of this contract, other approaches
to transonic flow calculations existed, we felt that TDC offered
the most effective means of meeting the goals of the contract.
This report is divided into two major sections: Section 2,
the Final Report and Section 3, the Computer Program Documentation.
The Final Report contains a discussion of our approach, the mathe-
matical formulation of the problem, some results and conclusions.
The Computer Program Documentation contains one section geared
toward the engineering user of the program and a second section
for programming considerations.
2. FINAL REPORT .
2.1 GENERAL FEATURES
2.1.1 Approach
Our basic approach to solving the inviscid transonic flow
field about an isolated nacelle consists of using the method of
time-dependent computations (TDC). A time-dependent flow can be
analyzed by solving an initial and boundary value problem, that
is well suited for numerical solution. Steady state solutions
are obtained from asymptotic, large time results. This technique
has been used successfully in the past in a number of relatively
simple transonic problems such as the supersonic blunt body flow
(Ref. 1), the flow in a choked nozzle (Ref. 2), and the flow past
a boattail (Ref. 3) .
Another feature of our approach is the handling of imbedded
shock waves. We feel that the most accurate and efficient pro-
cedure is to consider all shocks as discontinuities, across which
the Rankine-Hugoniot relations must be satisfied. Successful com-
putations of this type have been made for one dimensional flows
(Ref. 4) and for a few selected two dimensional transonic problems
(Ref. 3).
The details of our basic approach are discussed in Section 2.2
Many of these techniques have been evolved from the work described
in Refs. 3 and 5. Other specific features have been developed by
necessity throughout the course of this effort, which will be dis-
cussed in the next section.
2.1.2 History
Our first attempt at solving the transonic nacelle problem
consisted in using the approach in Refs. 6 and 7. Namely, a blunt
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nacelle was considered to accelerate from rest to the free stream
Mach number in a specified time interval. The computation would
be performed between the body surface and the perturbation wave
front, shown schematically in Fig. 2.1. Several problems appeared
using this formulation. Firstly, as the wave front moved further
from the body, the mesh resolution deteriorated severely. It was
necessary to maintain sufficient resolution immediately behind the
wave front which caused a further loss in resolution near the body
surface. Secondly, we had a polar toroidal coordinate system
adjacent to a cylindrical coordinate system. The interface between
these two systems had to be treated very carefully to avoid error.
These problems were greatly amplified when we began to treat
nacelles approaching the leading edge radii of the test case,
r/L 0.05-0.010. For these cases there was no way to maintain
resolution within the limitations of the storage of the computer.
Furthermore, it was observed that the perturbation front was ex-
tremely weak and, thus, not essential for the computation.
Therefore, since it would be necessary to have the program
handle thin-nosed nacelles, the first approach had to be dropped.
While problems were developing with the original computation pro-
cedure, an attempt was made to compute nacelles as if they had an
infinitely thin, cusped-cowl lip. This approach, shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 2.2 considered the entire infinite domain surrounding
the nacelle. The basic methodology used here was an extension of
Ref. 3. The results for the subsonic, flow-through nacelle were
encouraging.
The next step was to modify the cusped nose nacelle with an
actual blunt nose. Here it was decided to use the same coordinate





Fig. 2.1 Coordinate System — First Approach
Fig. 2.2 Cusped - Nacelle Formulation
region of very fine mesh point resolution near the nose as in
Fig. 2.3. The nose computation was carried on independently of
the computation external to the nose with spacial and temporal
interpolation at the interface boundaries. This procedure al-
lowed us to have very fine resolution near the nose with a cor-
responding small time step and a more sparse mesh outside the nose
region with a correspondingly large time step. This approach,
that was successfully implemented for the very slender nosed
nacelles used in the experiments, was adopted as our "final" ap-
proach. It is described in detail in Section 2.2.
The final approach has been applied successfully to several
test cases with a subsonic free stream and the results are de-
scribed in Section 2.3. When higher free stream Mach numbers or
lower inlet mass flow ratios were attempted, problems developed..
Namely, during the transient phase of the computation the flow
goes supersonic inside the cowl lip. This situation appears to
be valid on physical grounds. A shock should form inside the cowl
lip and move upstream eventually "popping" out of the inlet. The
stagnation streamline would then move inside to cowl lip and the
flow would be subsonic inside the inlet. However, this process
causes severe numerical problems. The shock must move upstream
through the inlet past the cowl lip and away from the nacelle. It
must pass through the overlapped nose region. The complexities of
nose computation seem to preclude the representation of this
"starting" shock as a discontinuity.
Although we generally feel that it is desirable to represent
shocks as discontinuities on the basis of accuracy and efficiency
ff actors, we did make some attempts at "smearing" this shock. As
a first step, we tried to change the entire formulation of the
equations to conservation form. A preliminary study of using this
Fig. 2.3 Schematic Mesh Point Distribution
approach was performed on a simplified isolated boattail and the
results were encouraging. However, when the procedure was used
in the complete nacelle, computation problems developed. The
calculation deteriorated in the vicinity of the nose region in-
terface. This situation existed even without the presence of
any imbedded shock waves. Apparently, the nose region interpola-
tion procedure did not work properly with the conservation form
variables so the approach was dropped.
In another attempt to handle this starting shock, we con-
sidered a crude smearing procedure. The points where the flow
decelerated from supersonic to subsonic Mach numbers were deter-
mined. The last supersonic point was computed using upwind dif-
ferences. Since the shock could not pop out of the inlet, the
appropriate value of the mass flow was never achieved. An ex-,
ample of this case is discussed in Section 2.3.
Even if problems with the starting shock could be solved,
there would be other difficulties in the transonic regime. Shocks
also appear on the cowl outer surface. During the transient, at
low mass flow ratios, these shocks may start right at the cowl lip
and progress around the nose and downstream until the steady state
position is obtained. Thus, similar difficulties to those for the
starting shock are obtained. We have attempted to overcome the
problems of the shock appearing at the nose by using the smearing
technique just discussed. This procedure works adequately to delay
the difficulties until the shock is located downstream of the nose.
At this point, we feel the shock should be fit as a discontinuity.
Once again, this situation presents a problem. Most of our ex-
perience with imbedded shocks in two space dimensions (Ref. 3)
consists of having the shock as a fixed internal boundary and
having the mesh points move with the shock. However, complications
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at the nose region seem to preclude this approach. The alterna-
tive of having a shock move between node points has not been
fully investigated and it appears to require further study before
it can be applied to this problem.
Our conclusions regarding the treatment of imbedded shocks
for the transonic nacelle problem will be discussed in Section 2.4.
2.2 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The basic aspects of the flow field for the nacelle are shown
schematically in Fig. 2.4. Important features of the problem con-
sist of: a long, thin nacelle with a blunt cowl lip of small
radius of curvature, a blunt centerbody located inside the cowl,
an inlet-engine interface where the mass flow is specified, an
under-expanded supersonic jet plume and flow field boundaries ex-
tending to infinity. The details of the formulation of these
problems now follow.
2.2.1 Basic Nacelle Computation
The formulation of the basic nacelle computation includes the
stretching of the flow field from the body surface to infinity and
handling of the blunt cowl lip with a radius of curvature which is
very small compared with the length of the nacelle. We feel that
an efficient means of modeling the flow field is to first formulate
the problem as if the nose of the nacelle were a cusp and then to
modify the computation to include the effects of the blunt nose.
Note that we are not approximating the nose shape, nor are we
actually computing it as a^usp, but we are merely formulating the
problem with a cusp and then modifying it. This feature will be-
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Fig. 2.4 Transonic Nacelle — Flowfield Description
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Consider the flow field for a cusp-nosed nacelle shown in
Fig. 2.2. For convenience in the mapping functions that will be
discussed later, the flow field is divided into seven regions.
Regions 1 and 2 are upstream of the nacelle, Regions 3 and 4 are
inside the inlet, Region 5 is the plume, Region 6 is downstream
of the nacelle, and Region 7 is exterior to the nacelle. The
origin of a cylindrical coordinate system, x,y, is located at
the tip of the cusped cowl lip at the centerline. We wish to
have a mesh point distribution in the physical plane that con-
centrates mesh points near the nacelle surface and near the
centerbody or axis. We also require the mesh points to be con-
centrated near the leading and trailing edges of the nacelle,
near the leading edge of the centerbody, and extending towards
infinity (both upstream and downstream) with a sparse mesh point
distribution. The appropriate mesh point distributions and
stretchings to infinity can be accomplished using techniques dis-
cussed in Refs. 3 and 6. We map each region to a computational
square where uniform mesh spacing in the computational plane re-
sults in the desired mesh point spacing in the physical plane.
The stretching functions for each region are tabulated in Table 2-1
The parameters in the transformations x , x,, x^, x~, y , y2, a,,
a«, a~', a, may be selected by specifying the mesh spacing in the
physical planes and will be explained in Section 3.1.
The governing equations in the physical plane for the time-
dependent inviscid flow over the nacelle may be written as
P_ + uP + vP + y(u + v + j -) = 0
t x y x y J y'
ut + uux + vuy + TPx + XQ(t) = 0
(1)
V + UV + W + TP = 0t x y y
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where P •» log p, R = log p, S = P - yR, T = exp[(:i~)p + ^ Sj ,
and where p,p are the pressure and density nondimensionalized by
the free stream values, p ,p ; u and v are the velocities in
roo ' oo
the x and y directions, respectively, nondimensionalized by
V p /p and j=0 for two dimensional flow, and j = 1 for axi-
00 OO
• •
symmetric flow. The acceleration function X (t) will be dis-
cussed at the end of this subsection in connection with initial
conditions.
The governing equations in the computational plane which are
defined in Table 2-1 as
X = X(x)
Y = Y(x,y) (2)
:
 ' T = t : ' ' • ' . . ' •
now become
x + Buy + Dvy + H) = 0
Guy + T(APX + BPy) + XQ = 0
TDPy =0
(3)
ST + FSX + GSy = 0
where A = X , B = Y , D = Y , F = uA, G = uB + vD, H = j v/y,
<^ *v . y
and the derivatives of the stretching functions X , Y , Y are
x x y
tabulated in Table 2-2.
To solve Eqs . (3) numerically, a second order accurate finite
difference approximation is used. Following the discussion of
Ref . 8, a two level scheme used elsewhere by MacCormack (Ref . 9)
is adopted. This two level scheme adapts to the regional makeup
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along the computational interfaces labeled A, B, E, F, G in
Fig. 2.2 may be evaluated in one region for the predictor stage
and in the neighboring region for the corrector. For example,
consider interface F. The predictor stage uses backward dif-
ferences for the X-derivatives and the flow is determined along
the interface from the equations in Region 1. The corrected
values are then obtained from forward differences in Region 7.
There will be no loss in accuracy provided the mesh spacings in
the physical plane on each side of the interval are identical.
A stable time step, At, is obtained by satisfying the
Courant-Fredrichs-Lewy criterion. Namely,
At min(Ax,Ay)
V u + v + V YT
where
-
The boundary conditions at the surface of the nacelle are
the vanishing of the velocity normal to the wall. A procedure
identical to that discussed in Ref. 3 is employed here. At the
axis, the term H = j v/y is replaced by H = jDv .
Initially, at T = 0, the nacelle is assumed to be station-
ary in a gas at rest; it accelerates to a transonic velocity in a
finite period of time. The acceleration function is
0 < T < I/to
(4)
T > l/oo
-u OOTT sin(cwrT) / 2
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where X is the abscissa of a reference point on the body with
respect to a fixed frame. A more detailed discussion of the ini-
tial conditions appears in Ref. 3.
2.2.2 Nose Modifications
Our technique for accurately computing the flow field near
the blunt cowl consists of patching a small region over the cusped
nacelle nose as shown in Fig. 2.5. The outer boundary of the nose
region is a circle of radius, r = c.
The computation procedure is as follows:
1. Compute the entire flow field for the nacelle at
t = t , , + At as if the nose were cusped for one
new old r
time step. This time step, At, is the largest al-
lowable, satisfying the C-F-L conditions, not in-
cluding the nose region.
2. Determine the largest allowable time step in the nose
region. This time .step will be smaller than the one
used in step 1. Choose K.•- At/At ._ ^  to be anc nose
integer. Typically, this value may be two or three.
3. Determine the flow field at the outer boundary of the
nose region by interpolation.
4. Compute the flow field inside the nose region at
t = t , , + At , using a polar coordinate systemold nose' & r y
centered about the nacelle nose.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until t = t .c r
 nose new
6. Determinate the flow field at the mesh points of the
cusped nose formulation that is interior to the nose
region.








Fig. 2-5 Nose Region Mesh Distribution
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The governing equations in the nose region are the basic
Euler equations written in a polar-toroidal (r,6) coordinate
system (see Fig. 2.5). A computational plane (X,Y) (unit square)




 c - b(0)
T = t
where r = b(0) is the surface of the cowl lip and r = c (a
circle) is the outer boundary of the nose region. The governing
equations may now be written as .
= 0
Rii
u . X . "VY . . u sin 0 + v cos 0
Y r r r J H + r sin 6
UT + Euv + Fuy - - + TAPV - k cos 0 = 0T Y X r Y o . (6)
Evy +, Fvx + ~ + J (BPX + DPY) + XQ cos 6 = 0
0
where B - I/TT, A = l/(c-b), D - (Y - l)b*/(c -b), E - uA + (v/r)D,




and X is the acceleration of the body that has been discussed
in connection with the initial conditions. Here, u and v are
the nondimensional velocities in the radial and azimuthal direc-
tions, respectively.
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The C-F-L conditions for the nose region may be written as
AT min(rA0,r)
nose
 Kf~o i 5" ,Vu^ + vz
where
rA6 = irrAX
Ar = (c - b)AY - (Y - l)b'7rAX .
We will now discuss the interpolations necessary for the nose
region computation. First, the values of the flow field at the
outer boundary of the nose region must be determined fron the
values in the cusped nacelle formulation. Three typical situations
appear as shown in Fig. 2.6. Cases 1 and 2 correspond to mesh
situations near r = c and case 3 corresponds to the boundary
8 = 7T/2 or 0 = 3-JT/2. Cusp nacelle mesh points 1 and 2 are found
as the nearest set of nodes at least one of which is located ex-
terior to the nose region. We designate f ,, and f as6 &
 old new
values of any function at these node points at time t ,, and
t = t . , + At. The values of f at t =» t ,, + nAt
new old nose old nose




where n = 1, 2, ..., K. and i = 1 or 2 corresponds to points 1
and 2. Point a corresponds to the boundary value whose value at
t = t ,, + nAt remains to be determined. Point c corresponds
old nose v
to the nearest mesh point interior to the outer boundary. The
values of the flow field at point c can be computed since they
only depend upon the flow at point a at a time t = t ,, +
(n - l)At . Point b corresponds to a point exterior to the
nose * *
nose region between points 1 and 2 along 6=6 =6 in cases 1
3. C
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CASE1 CASE 2 CASE 3
Fig. 2.6 Nose Region Interface Interpolation
Fig. 2.7 Nose Region Interior Interpolation
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and 2, and along r = r = r in case 3. For cases 1 and 2, the
3. C . l





. r - r . ' ' • ' • ' .
f -•£ + ( * C ' )(f. -'£ ) •" • (7)a c \ r , - r / v b c ' v /b e
where for case 1,
and for case 2,
f. ' = f, + f-^- —)(£, - f,)b 1 \x - x,/v 2 lx
Similarly, for case 3,
x . - x
f••-••£ +..( - c)(fu •• f ) (8)a c \x, - x /v b cx v •1 c
where
f. = fn + ——-b i V4 - y,
Now all the nose region may be computed K steps until a time
t = t , , + KAt is reached. The values of the cusped
new old nose r
nacelle points interior to the nose region may now be updated by
interpolation of the nose region points. The interpolation is
illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Points 1, 2, 3, and 4 are the node
points in the nose region surrounding the cusped nacelle point a.
Points b and c are points defined at 6-6 at r = r~ = r,
3. ^ ' f^





r - r - r,
The entire cycle is repeated for successive time steps.
2.2.3 Engine-Inlet Interface
The mass flow going through the engine at the engine-inlet
interface is a boundary condition on the nacelle computation.
From this specified mass flow the values of the flow variables
P, u, v, S along interface C of Fig. 2.2 must be found. One
technique consists of using unsteady characteristic compatibility
relations coupled with conservation of mass along streamlines.
This technique turns out to be quite cumbersome in practice. In
order to avoid this difficulty, we have devised the computational
device diagrammed in Fig. 2.8. Here we assume a choked convergent-
divergent nozzle follows the interface. This is not the actual ex-
haust nozzle, but is merely a computational technique to specify
the required mass flow through the interface by fixing the area of
the throat. Namely, the throat radius r is found to be
where m is the mass flow ratio, H is the height of the cowl





M< 1 M> 1
THROAT
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Fig. 2.9 Exhaust Plume for an Underexpanded Nozzle
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Once the stream is accelerated to a supersonic velocity, the
computation may be terminated by extrapolating the flow in the
supersonic region. This device allows us to determine all the
fluid properties at the interface by only specifying the mass
flow. The detail of the flow through this nozzle,(the computa-
tional device) is not pertinent to the nacelle calculation.
2.2.4 Plume Computation
The major objective of including the plume calculation is to
determine the effect of the plume shape on the nacelle surface
pressure distribution. We feel that this goal can be most ef-
fectively achieved using a quasi-steady approach. Namely, the
supersonic under-expanded jet (the case of interest) is computed
using steady state equations with the plume boundary pressure
distribution specified and the shape of the plume boundary re-
sulting from the computation. This new jet boundary is then used
in the time-dependent nacelle calculations for a specified number
of time steps (typically about 100). Then the resulting pressure
distribution from the nacelle calculation is input to the plume
program and a new plume boundary results. This procedure is re-
peated until the plume boundary pressure distribution and shape
reach steady values. This approach should converge since rela-
tively large changes in the pressure distribution will produce
only very minor changes in the plume shape.
The basic features of an under-expanded supersonic exhaust
plume are illustrated in Fig. 2.9. This computation considers
the flow field downstream to near the Mach disk. At this point,
the shape of the plume boundary is extrapolated. The intercept-




The governing inviscid, steady Euler equations are written
as
. r,
UP + WP + UZ + wz + j -) = 0
UU + WU + TP =0z
 (11)
uw • + ww + rP =0
r z z
uS + wS =0
r z .
where P = log(p/pref), R = log(p/pref), S - P - yR,
r ' i \ •! 1 •
T = exp (•*—-—)P H— S and u and w are the velocities in
• 'V ' -' 'V I - •
the r and z directions, respectively, nondimensionalized by
Note here that a change in notation has been made for the
plume calculation discussion. The computer program for the plume
was written independently of the nacelle program and, hence, used
somewhat different variable names. For consistency, we will now












Furthermore, the nondimensionalization of the variables is dif-
ferent. For the nacelle, prgf = p^, prgf = p^, and Qrgf =
^P- For the plume, pref = p pref - Pjct, and Qref -
^ /p. j where the subscript jet corresponds to the conditions
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at the nozzle exhaust plane. The relationship of P^et'P4et to
p ,p and the chamber conditions are
r
 i-irt * ' r*\





where P is the stagnation pressure ratio and T_ is the stagna-
tion temperature ratio of the jet'to the free stream.
In general, the plume flow field will contain an intercepting
shock as shown in Fig. 2.9. Here the flow field is split into two
regions, I and II. Region I is bounded by the axis of the jet b(I)
and the imbedded shock c(I). Region II is bounded by the imbedded
shock b(II) •« c(I) and the plume boundary c(II) . When there is
no intercepting shock, there will only be one region bounded by
b(I), the plume axis, and c(I), the plume boundary. A computa-
tional frame for either region is obtained with the following
transformation
(13)












 S (uX + wX )
w xv r zx
R, Px(uXr + «Xz)




The equations are differenced using the MacCortnack scheme described
in Section 2.2.1. A marching procedure in the Z-direction can be
2
used, provided w > YT or the Mach number in the z-direction
is supersonic.
2.2.4.2 Characteristics
The evaluation of the jet boundary and the imbedded shock re-
quire the use of characteristics. In general, the characteristic
direction and compatibility relations in the computational plane








p - VM" - i
o 2^2M2
 = u + _ w _
and the compatibility equation is
w - a
(15)
where 6 = u/w. The C-F-L rule for this case can be represented
as
AZ = min(f ) •
2.2.4.3 Jet Boundary
The pertinent characteristic reaching the plume boundary from
inside the jet is A as shown in the sketch in Fig. 2.10. This










The compatibility relation becomes
W







Z Z + AZ
Fig. 2.10 Plume Boundary Computation
SHOCK
z + Az
Fig. 2.11 Low Pressure Side of Shock
SHOCK
Z + AZ
Fig. 2.12 High Pressure Side of Shock
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with P7 prescribed from the nacelle computation. The aboveCt
equation is integrated to give the position of the plume boundary
at Z = Z + dZ .
new
2.2.4.4 Imbedded Shock
In general, the intercepting shock does not immediately begin
at the nozzle lip. Its presence is detected at a position down-
stream of the nozzle exit by monitoring the pressure distribution
in the r-direction at each z location. When the maximum pres-
sure gradient grows in three consecutive z steps, a shock is fit.
Initially, the shock is taken to be coincident with the A charac-
teristic at the point of maximum gradient. Namely,






As the shock develops, the values on the low pressure side are
computed from the two characteristics reaching the shock (see
Fig. 2.11). The values at the two points * and :*" are ob-
tained by interpolation.
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The flow properties on the high pressure side at the shock are
found from one characteristic relation combined iteratively with
the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The pertinent characteristic
reaching the shock from the high pressure side is A as shown in
Fig. 2.12. The values at the * point are found by interpolating
between points 1 and 2, whereby
p
*=
 Pi + e<P2 - V
where
e =
CXT - c - A.AzN 1
Ar +
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The resulting compatibility relation may be integrated between




* UT Ar (21)
Hi
where Hi corresponds to the high pressure side of the shock.









u, is the normal component of the velocity to the shock on the
low pressure side of the shock, and Lo refers to the low pres-
sure side of the shock.
Lo Lo
N,
+ c' + c
is also a function of c . We take u0 ,v0 toz
 l lIn addition, 0
be the normal and tangential components, respectively, on the high
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whereby
u.
e = —Hi = -£_± £-£ . , (23)
NHi X- SN9 - Vltil Z / Z J.
The above Eqs. (21), (22), and (23), are solved in a trial and
error procedure to determine c at the new shock point.
An example of these procedures for a plume computation will
be presented in Section 2.3.
2.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The applications of the numerical procedures presented in
Section 2.2 are now discussed. The examples include three com-
putations of axisymmetric nacelle flow fields about a given geome-
try with different mass flow ratios and Mach numbers and one com-
putation of an isolated boattail with a plume.
The nacelle geometry for all cases considered was the forebody
of the NACA 1-85-100 nacelle designated Inlet No. 8 of NASA LRC
test 264 as sketched in Fig. 2.13. Although the actual nacelle
was 54 in. long, only the first 18 in. were used in the calcu-
lations with a straight pipe assumed to be following aft of the
cowl. The computations did not include the centerbody as shown





Fig. 2.13 Nacelle Geometry (NACA 1-85-100)
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the appropriate mass flow as discussed in Section 2.2.3. The
geometry was approximated with a series of 13 cubic fits with
values of radius and slope at intersection points agreeing with
the experimental geometry. The geometry routine is discussed in
Section 3.
All the nacelle calculations used approximately 2150 node
points in the entire field with approximately 80 points on the
surface of the nacelle and 19 of these on the cowl lip. The de-
tails of the mesh point distributions are found in the test case
in Section 3.
The first case computed is the flow field about the nacelle
geometry discussed above at M = 0.4 and m = 0;.847. The re-
' • . JL ' • '.
suits of the calculation after 2000 time steps, T = 2.43, are
shown in Fig. 2.14. Values of C versus x/L axial distance
near the cowl lip are shown compared to experimental data from
run 20 Test 264 NASA LRC.
As a second example, the M = 0.7, m = 0.8715 flow over the
same nacelle geometry as the first case was computed. Figure 2.15
shows the calculated values of C versus x near the cowl lip
• • - ' • • .- . ' p . .. ; • '' . "
after 1600 time steps corresponding to a nondimensional time,
T = 2.94. The experimental data of point 47, run 20 of the Langley
test are in good agreement with the numerical results. The details
of the computation in the vicinity of the cowl lip are shown in the
isobar plot, Fig. 2.16.
Next we attempted to compute the M = 0.9, m = 0.885 flow
over the same nacelle. In this calculation, a shock formed inside
the cowl lip. As discussed previously in Section 2.1, we attempted
to "smear" this shock. However, the shock remained inside the inlet
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Fig. 2.15 Nacelle Surface Pressure Distribution Cowl Lip
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Fig. 2.16 Isobars (p/p°°) Nacelle Cowl Lip
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going into the inlet was not sufficiently low. Although the mass
flow specified by the engine-inlet interface was 0.885, the
actual calculated mass flow entering the inlet was 0.930. This
fact is in evidence in the computed surface pressure distribution
shown in Fig. 2.17. Here, the shape of the C versus x curve
agrees with the data but is displaced. This phenomenon corresponds
to an incorrectly matched mass flow.
As an example of the boattail plume computation, we considered
the flow over a straight semi-infinite pipe at M =0.7. The jet
had an initial Mach number of 3.0 with a ratio of jet static
pressure to free stream static pressure of 3.0. The results of
the computed plume shape, imbedded shock location and Mach number
distributions within the jet are shown in Fig. 2.18. The calcular
tion ran 500 steps to a time T = 12.4 with the plume shape re-
vised every 50 steps. The number of plume iterations was more
than sufficient with the plume shape changing less than two per-
cent during the final iteration.
2.4 CONCLUSIONS
The basic objectives of this task have been to develop a com-
puter program for predicting the inviscid transonic flow field
about a nacelle. Furthermore, it was desired to obtain an ex-
tremely accurate solution to this problem. Our previous experi-
ence in calculating transonic flows over simple bodies dictated
our approach of using the method of time-dependent computations
(TDC). However, as we have described in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3, the inherent complexities of this problem coupled with our
basic approach have prevented us from obtaining a satisfactory
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We do not feel that there is anything .fundamentally wrong
with our methods. Rather, the sum total of complex features due
to geometry, engine-inlet interfaces, exhaust plume and coordinate
stretchings have combined to form an extremely complicated program.
This type of program cannot accommodate our shock fitting procedures
and, hence, the difficulties at transonic Mach numbers. Nontheless,
the numerical techniques developed here will find some applications
for the calculation of subsonic nacelle flow fields.
In order to solve the transonic nacelle problem at this time,
we feel that another approach may be found more suitable. Relaxa-
tion methods have proven quite effective in solving two and three
dimensional transonic airfoil problems (e.g., Jameson's work) and
more recently for axisymmetric boattails (e.g., J. South). How-
ever, some important technical details have to be developed before
a relaxation approach can be used for the nacelle problem. Some
examples are the determination of a suitable mapping so that the
nacelle surface becomes a coordinate surface at the transformed
plane, and the development of procedures to specify the inlet mass
flow and to handle the exhaust plume computation.
At present we feel that TDC has limited applicability for
complicated transonic flow calculations. Ultimately, however, for
transonic flows with strong Shockwaves and for time-varying flow
- • • " - - - " - • - ' • - • ' - • ' . - - • .
fields, time-dependent methods should prove to be quite useful.
• •' • " ' ' . . " • - i ' - • 4. ' • ' . ' ' ' • ' , '
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3. COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
3.1 USER ORIENTED DOCUMENTATION
In this section we discuss all the details necessary to ,
enable the engineering user to run the computer program for the
time-dependent nacelle calculation. Firstly, the general fea-
tures and over-all logic flow are presented. The program usage
and operation are then explained in terms of a complete discus-
sion of program inputs. Finally, the accuracy and limitations
of the program will be described.
3.1.1 General Features and Overfall Logic Flow
Here we present a qualitative description of all features of
the computer program pertinent to the engineering user. A dis-
cussion of the options, nacelle geometry, mesh point distribution,
plume geometry, output options, plume computation, and over-a11
logic flow now follow.
3.1.1.1 Options
The basic computer program for the time-dependent computation
of the inviscid flow field about a nacelle is designated program
15C. This program has several major options. Namely, it can
handle either a complete nacelle or an isolated boattail. There
are also options for including an exhaust plume and for specify-
ing either two dimerisibnal or axisymmetric flow. In addition,
the program may be started from time T = 0 directly or" from a
tape input generated in a previous run. The implementation of
these features will be discussed in the section dealing with in-
put and output. Other critical factors necessary to run the pro-
gram consist of the geometry and mesh point distribution.
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3.1.1.2 Nacelle Geometry
The geometry routine supplied as part of the computer program,
called SUBROUTINE WALL, is relatively simple to implement. The
nacelle surface is divided into three areas, the cowl lip, ex-
ternal cowl, and internal cowl, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Each of
these areas is divided into an arbitrary number of sections. The
user inputs the number of divisions for each region and the value
of y and dy/dx at each division point. In addition, a parame-
ter is input at each point denoting whether a cubic or a straight
line is to be fit between successive divisions. The program auto-
matically performs the appropriate curve fits. The details of the
user geometry input now follow.
Firstly, the length L of the nacelle, the radius of the cowl
lip r , and the height above the centerline of the center of the
cowl lip, H. Note that all barred qualities discussed here are
dimensional. All lengths in the program will then be nondimensional-
ized with respect to L. The radius of the cowl lip is taken from
the nacelle blueprint. It is not necessary for this lip to be
circular and the value of r is somewhat arbitrary. However, the
smaller the r , the greater the resolution near the nose, that
also corresponds to increased computer running time. Typically,
for the NACA 1-185-100 inlet, we used an r = 0.2 in. as is shown
in Section 3.2.4.
Next, the cowl lip must be considered. This region is divided
into JNOS intervals as shown in Fig. 3.2. The values of x,y and
dy/dx are input at each division. These values must be in order
starting at J = 1 corresponding to x = r on the upper surface
to J = JNOS which is x = r on the lower surface. The program











Fig. 3.2 Cowl Lip Notation
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Note that Cartesian values of x, y, dy/dx are input, with the
program automatically converting to polar coordinates. It is
recommended that one interval should correspond to x = 0 (the
value of dy/dx at this point is infinite and any finite input
value will be accepted). Generally three to five intervals in
the nose region should be adequate.
The next part of the geometry input is the external cowl. Here,
there are JOUT divisional points as shown in Fig. 3.3. The first in-
tersection J «• 1 corresponds to the cusped nacelle point and is
automatically input as x » - rQ + r and y = H, dy/dx =0. A cubic
fit is used between J = 1 and J = 2. From J = 2 to J = JOUT
values of x, y, dy/dx must be input along with the value of the
parameter LOUT(J) . LOUT(J) = .3 for a cubic fit between J and J + 1
and LOUT(J) « 1 for a straight line between J and J + 1. Also it
is necessary to input the actual number of intersection points which are
to be input called JOUTB. Since J = 1 is specified in the program,
JOUTB'• JOUT-1. Note that we define r = 3r .
o n
The last region to be considered is the internal cowl as de-
picted in Fig. 3.4. Here we have JINB divisional points with
x, y, and dy/dx input for each point. Also LIN(J) is input,
which determines the type of curve fit to be used between J and
J + 1. The values at J = 1 are preset with x = - r + r ,
y = H, dy/dx = 0, and LIN(l) = 3. Furthermore, values at the
next to last intersection point JIN-1 are predetermined from
the mass flow specification (Section 2.2.3) and the last value of
JIN where x = L, y = H, and dy/dx = 0. Thus, only values be-
tween J = 2 and J = JIN-2 need to be input. The total number
of input intersectional points JINB = JIN-3.
When the boattail option of the program is used, only the data
for the external cowl need to be input. The plume geometry input
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J=1 J = 2 J = JOUT
JOUT =
JOUTB+1
Fig. 3.3 External Cowl Notation
J = JINB + 3
= JIN
Fig. 3.4 Internal Cowl Notation
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will be discussed separately. The nacelle geometry routine does
not explicitly have a centerbody, although provisions for this
situation have been maintained throughout the computer program.
The nacelle geometry inputs will be summarized in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1.3 Mesh Point Distribution and Coordinate Stretchings
I
Regions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 shown in Fig. 2.2 have NC(LREG)
mesh points in the x-direction and MC(LREG) mesh points in'the
y-direction. Region 8 has MC(8) mesh points in the r-direction
and NC(8) in the 0-direction. Values of NC(LREG) and MC(LREG)
are input into the program. Within the present DIMENSION statements,
the maximum value of MC(LREG) is 19 and the maximum value of
NC(LREG) is 40 with the additional constraint of
: 8 . ' . ' . ' . • ' ' ' •
^ NC(LREG) = 150 .
LREG=1
Thus, the maximum number of mesh points used in the nacelle computa-
tion is 2850. This does not include the points within the plume
which will be discussed separately. Region 8 corresponds to the nose
region.
Increasing the number of mesh points in each region increases
the resolution. To simplify the choice we have built into the pro-
gram two sets of mesh distributions: one set for the complete nacelle
calculation and the other set for the boattail option. The values of
NC and MC of any. region may be input to change any of the preset
values. The values of NC and MC for the nacelle calculation are
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NC(1) = 18 MC(1) = 18
NC(2) - 18 MC(2) = 18
NC(3) - 25 MC(3) = 18
NC(4) = 16 MC(4) • 18
NC(6) - 18 MC(6) = 18
NC(7) = 32 MC(7) = 18
NC(8) = 19 MC(8) = 9
For the boattail option
NC(1) - 20 MC(1) = 15
NC(2) =1 MC(2) = 1
NC(3) = 1 MC(3) = 1
NC(4) = 1 MC(4) = 1
NC(6) = 20 MC(6) = 15
NC(7) = 20 MC(7) = 15
NC(8) = 1 MC(8) = 1
Note that all the values of NC and MC are not independent.
;
The constraints are
MC(4) = MC(3) = MC(2)
MC(7) - MC(6) = MC(1)
NC(2) = NC(1)
Once the number of mesh points are selected, the actual mesh point
distribution in the physical plane is determined from the values
of the stretching parameters. The stretching parameters x , x,,
x^, KO, y , yo, a,,.ou, a^, and a, are determined from physical
mesh point locations DD(J) , J = 1 -*• 6. The lengths DD are shown
in Fig. 3.5. Shown here are the regional interfaces and the first
and last grid lines (in the physical space). Values of DD are
as shown in Fig. 3.5. Again, to simplify the running of
50
Fig. 3.5 Stretching Parameters
//////'
K = 2 K = KEND
Fig. 3.6 Plume Geometry
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the program, two sets of values of DD are built into the program.
•
Complete Nacelle Calculation Boattail Option
DD(1) - 0.005 DD(4)_ .- 4.0 DD(1) =0 DD(4) = 10
DD(2) = 0.005 DD(5) - 0.005 DD(2) - 0.05 DD(5) - 0.05
DD(3) « 0.005 DD(6) - 4.0 DD(3) =0.05 DD(6) .= 10
Note that the numbers 1-6 are only an index and do not correspond
to any particular region.
3.1.1.4 Plume Geometry
Initially, the shape of the plume in Cartesian coordinates
is input into the program. These coordinates, x and y , are
scaled to the initial radius of the jet as in Fig. 3.6. A piece-
wise parabolic fit is made to the coordinates extending to down-
stream infinity. After the plume computation has been made, the
new boundary shape is curve fit automatically.
3.1.1.5 Flow Field Output
There are two basic output options, the surface flow field
output and the complete nacelle flow field. For the surface flow
field, values of the Cartesian coordinate position, x>y, pres-
sure p, Mach number M, flow deflection T = v/u, and pressure
coefficient C are given for each mesh point along the surfaces
of the outer cowl, inner cowl, and plume boundary (outside the
plume)! For the complete flow field, output values of the entire
field are given for x, y, p, a (speed of sound), u, v (velocity
components), M, p (density), C and S (entropy). The output is
divided into regions as in Fig. 2.2. Note that for regions 1-7,
u,v are the Cartesian velocities and for region 8, u,v are the
polar velocities. All the outputs are nondimensional as discussed
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in Section 2.2. The pressure is scaled by p , the density by
p , all velocities by Vp /p , and all lengths by L, the
length of the nacelle.
In addition, the mass flow going through the inlet is numeri-
cally integrated (trapezoidal rule) and output whenever the com-
plete flow field output is called.
3.1.1.6 Tape Input and Output
The program has a restart capability. At the end of a given
runj the contents of all common blocks are dumped onto Tape Unit 12.
At the start of the next run, the data are read from Tape Unit 11.
The implementation of input parameters to use this option is dis-
cussed in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1.7 Plume Calculation
The plume is computed every KPLUME number of time steps. If
KPLUME = - 1 there will be no plume and a straight pipe will be
assumed to extend downstream of the body. The plume routines have
been written as a separate independent program. It is made part
of the entire nacelle program through subroutines BOUND and PLUBO.
BOUND takes the values of the pressure along the plume outer sur-
face (obtained in the nacelle calculation) and converts the re-
sults into a 'form suitable for the PLUME routine. PLUBO curve
fits the computed plume shape into a form .compatible with the
nacelle calculation. The plume is computed to a specific value
of length which is input. This length should be shorter than the
distance to the Mach disk.
The plume routine output values of Z, r, p, u, w, 6, M, S,
and T, where quantities are nondimensional with respect to nozzle
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exhaust plane conditions (Section 2.2.4). The major input condi-
tions are M, 7, PRATIO. Note that here PRATIO is the ratio of
static pressures of the jet to the free stream. This quantity is
related to the stagnation pressure ratio P by
f y - I 2 y^ "
PRATIO = —— = 4-
jet
[Note that the stagnation temperature ratio is only required to
rescale the variables to free stream conditions as in Eqs. (12)].
3.1.1.8 Over-all Logic Flow
The details of computer program logic are presented in
Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Here we will describe some of the im-
portant features of the logic flow.
The program begins by receiving input data on the basic
parameters associated with the run, all options, and mesh point
distributions. Following this, initial data for all variables are
computed. The coordinate stretchings are found in subroutine
STRECH. The values ot the body geometry are calculated in WALL
and the initial value of the plume shape is given in PLUBO. The
interpolations for the nose region are set up in SETNOS.
Then the major time loop is entered. The size of the new
time step is determined and the value of time incremented. Within
the time loop, the entire calculation for the cusped nacelle is
performed in POINT. A time sub-loop is set up for the nose region
and is computed in NOSE. If the option for the plume is in effect
and this is the appropriate time step for its computation, sub-
routine PLUME is called. This routine acts as a main routine for
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the plume computation with the main calculation taking place in
SUPER and the plume output given in OUTP. Once a new plume shape
is determined, it is curve fit in PLUBO and the stretchings for
the nacelle calculation redetermined in STRECH. Now, except for
some optional output for the nacelle in OUTPUN, the step of the
major time loop is completed.
After a specified number of time steps, KA, the computation,
is completed. Finally, there are optional outputs in OUTPUN and
optional saving of the data on tape in TAPER.
3.1.2 Program Usage and Operation
In order to explain the usage of the program, we present a
summary and description of all input data. The order of the dis-
cussion follows the order of the data cards. Examples of all data
input are shown in Section 3.2.4. Some of the input is of the
NAMELIST type. This input procedure has the advantages of being
easily identifiable and does not require all the data mentioned
in the namelist declaration to be input. Thus, much of the input
is optional and these paraemeters will be denoted by ah asterisk
(*). The values of the optional input parameters are denoted de-
fault options and will be discussed below.
3.1.2.1 Program Input
NAMELIST/RUN/NRUN, NDATE, EM, GAMMA, RMFLO, LA, LSYM, KPLUME, STAB
NRUN Run number, Integer 1-99,999
NDATE Rundate, dimensioned NDATE(3), typical input
NDATE =2,19,73










Free stream ratio of specific heats, default
value 1.4
Mass flow ratio at engine-inlet interface
= 0 two dimensional, = 1 axisymmetric
= 0 complete nacelle, = 1 boattail option
The number of time steps between plume computa-
tions, typically 100. If equal to -1 no
plume computation will be made, default value -1
Stability parameter (for time step determination).
Typically 0.75-1.0, default value 1.0
3.1.2.2 Input/Output Parameters









Tape read parameter, integer value represents
number of read cycles, =0 no tape input,
default value 0
Tape write parameter, =0 do not write on tape,
= 1 write on tape, = -1 rewind tape and write
on tape, default value 0
total number of time steps
Number of time steps between surface flow,
field outputs, = -1 for no output
Number of time steps between complete flow field
outputs, = -1 for no output, default value -1
Number of mesh points from nacelle surface in
complete flow field output, = -1 all mesh points
default value = 1 (surface values only)
= 1 for surface output at end of computation,
= 0 no output, default value 0
- 1 for complete flow field output at end of
computation, = 0 no output, default value 0
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Number of mesh points in x-directions, dimen-
sioned NC(8), full discussion in Section 3.1.1
Number of mesh points in y-directions, dimen-
sioned MC(8), full discussion in Section 3.1.1
Mesh point distribution parameters, dimensioned
DD(6), full discussion in Section 3.1.1
3.1.2.4 Geometry Input
'1. General Description A Format (20A4)
A Alphanumeric description, 80 characters long
2. General Parameters ELL, HEAR, RNBAR, JNOSB, JOUTB, JINB
Format (3F10.4, 3110)
ELL L Length of the nacelle
HEAR H Height of nominal center of cowl_lip above
centerline, same dimensions as L
RNBAR r Radius of cowl lip (nominal), same dimensions
n
 as £
JNOSB Number of divisional points to be input for
cowl lip, = 0 for boattail option
JOUTB Number of divisional points to be input for
external cowl
JINB Number of divisional points to be input for
internal cowl, = 0 for boattail option
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Cartesian position and slope of divisional _
points along cowl lip. Same dimensions as L.
There will be JNOSB input cards of this type.






. Cartesian position and slope of divisional
'points along external cowl.
LFUNO(J) 3 for cubic fit between J and J + 1;
1 for straight line between J and J + 1
There will be JOUTB input cards of this type.






—• v Cartesian position and slope of divisional
points along internal cowl.
dx J
= 3 for cubic fit between J and J + 1;
= 1 for straight line between J and J
There will be JINB input cards of this type.
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3.1.2.5 Plume Geometry Input (Initial)
1. General Description AW Format (20A4)
AW Alphanumeric description, 80 characters long
2. Number of Intervals KK Format (1015)
KK Number of intervals for plume geometry. Corre-
sponds to the number of input cards to follow.
If KK = 1 the plume will be a straight pipe.
3. Plume Shape XPP, YPP Format (2F10.4)
XPP x "^ 'p Cartesian coordinates of initial plume shape.
\ Scaling shown of Fig. 3.6. There will be KK
YPP y I of these cards.yPJ
3.1.2.6 Plume Calculation Input
NAMELIST/JET/NA, MA, KA, KOUT, PRATIO, DIST, GAMMA, STAB, ACH
NA* Number of mesh intervals in the r-direction
NA(1) low pressure side of the shock, NA(2)
high pressure side of shock, maximum value = 30
KA Maximum number of AZ steps in calculation,
not crucial, calculation should stop at Z = DIST
KOUT Number of steps between plume output
PRATIO Static pressure ratio p. /p . Discussed in
Section 3.1.1 J °°
DIST Distance to end of jet computation. Should be
before Mach disk forms
GAMMA* 7 Ratio of specific heats for jet
STAB* C-F-L parameter, usually = 1
ACH . M. Mach number at exhaust plane of nozzle












3.1.3 Accuracy and Limitations
The basic numerical methods for this computation are essen-
tially second-order accurate. However, the boundary conditions
and the interpolations at the nose region tend to reduce this level
of accuracy. Another factor affecting the accuracy is the spatial
mesh point resolution. The resolution is determined by the number
of mesh points and the stretching parameters. Improving the reso-
lution by increasing the number of mesh points increases the com-
putational time and core storage. The values of the stretching
parameters suggested as default options in the computer program
should be sufficient for most applications. In general, the only
effective means of evaluating the accuracy of a computational ap-
proach of this complexity is by comparing with other analytical
methods and with experimental data. Caution must be exercised in
comparing an inviscid computation with data because of viscous
effects. Regarding the nacelle computation, an indication of the
accuracy of the approach is given by the data comparisons in
Section 2.3.
There are several limitations to this computational program.
Namely, accurate results can only be assured for subcritical free
stream Mach numbers. Furthermore, even at high'subcritical Mach
numbers, when the mass flow ratio is low, problems may develop.
The reasons for these limitations are discussed in Section 2. Since
there are no provisions for a bow shock, the program will not work
for supersonic free streams.
The basic program is written to handle a cusped centerbody.
However, the geometry routine would have to be modified to run
this case. In addition, the program cannot handle the short cowl
nacelle. An approximation of the short cowl can be made by treat-
ing the plume with a specified internal solid boundary which
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represents the jet plume. The remainder of the plume would corre-
spond to the fan jet. This computation requires a change in the
plume geometry input procedure and the plume computation routine.
3.2 PROGRAM ORIENTED DOCUMENTATION
In this section, we attempt to present enough detailed in-
formation about the computer program to enable the user to under-
stand and possibly to change the source language code. Firstly,
the structure of the program is schematically described by flow
charts of the main program and all major subroutines. A sub-
routine tree diagram is also presented. Then each subroutine is
discussed followed by a description of input/output files. Lastly,
the input and a partial output for two test cases are presented
along with a FORTRAN source program listing.
3.2.1 Program Flow Charts!
The flow charts for Program 15C are shown in Figs. 3.8-3.18.
A subroutine tree diagram is presented in Fig. 3.19.
3.2.2 Subroutine Description
POINT Computes one time step for all interior points in
the cusped-nacelle formulation of the problem. All
solid boundary conditions, free stream conditions,
and interface matchings are handled here. Included
is a separate computation for the cusped-nacelle
point.
STKECH First calculates all coordinate stretching parameters
Develops coordinates and derivatives of mesh points
for cusped nacelle formulation in the physical plane.













































(FINAL)LMAC = LMAC + 1
START DO LOOPS
LREG = 1,2,3,4,6,7
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NO LREG = MREG
>/ RETURN J
Fib. 3.10 Subroutine Strech (MREG)
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Fig. 3.12 Subroutine Plubo (x, y, yp)
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( RETURN J ( RETURN J ( RETURN J
Fig. 3.15 Subroutine Outpun (IREG, NTIMES, ITYPE)
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Fig. 3.19 Subroutine Tree Diagram
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computation begins, this routine modifies the co-
ordinates after each new plume computation.
WALL Performs curve fit to nacelle geometry.
PLUBO Performs curve fit to plume shape, either from in-
put data or as the result of the plume computation.
SETNOS Sets up all interpolations used in the nose region
computation.
NOSE Computes all points in the nose region. Performs
all small time steps for one complete time step.
Handles all interpolations at the boundaries.
OUTPUN Handles all program output from the nacelle calcula-
tion (excluding the plume).
TAPER All tape input/output for restart capability.
PLUME Complete plume computation MAIN routine.
SUPER Computes all points for the plume calculations.
Handles shock points, axis points and plume boundary
points. Predicts and fits the imbedded shock.
BOUND Takes static pressure solution along plume boundary
from nacelle calculation and converts to plume non-
dimensionalization. Interpolates pressures for
plume boundary computation in SUPER.
OUTP Handles all output from plume computation.
3.2.3 Input/Output Files
The entire program can be run using the standard input/output
files (Tape 5 for input and Tape 6 for outputs). During the com-
puter program run, no intermediate tapes or disks are used. However,
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the restart capability of the program does utilize tapes or perma-
nent disk files.
All output to the tape or disk is on TAPE Unit 12 and all
input on TAPE Unit 11. Schematically, a typical sequence of runs
may be as follows
























Note: MREAD and MRITE are parameters for subroutine TAPER and are
described in Section 3.1.2. Also standard output on TAPE




Sample Input - Nacelle Calculation
$RUN NRUN=1 12,NDATE=1 ,8 , 73 , EM= .9 ,RMFLO= .8852 , L A= 1 ,LSYM=0 SEND
SINOUT KA=400, JA=100. JB=100«MB=-l ,LOUT 1= I « LOUT2= 1 ,MRE AD=0 , MR I TE = 0 S
INLET NO. 8 NACA 1-85-100 (C.R.=1.093)
18. 7.682 0.200 4 -4. • • ' 4
~OT3TO~57~ "~ • -.-.--- .......
.072 7.770 .6111
OiO , 7 .682 1.0
.200 7.825 .37037 3
.720 7.966 0.2222 3
r^~ ---- -8T280"-— ....... 0~iT^2"- " 3"
-••! 8. V/ ' ' 9. - '•' • 0, 3
, >2.O 0 - ' 7'..455-. -iA270 • 3
4.5 7.413 0.0174 3
8.10 7.527 0.0 3
Sample Input - Boat tail/ Plume Calculation
$RUN NRUN=108,NDATE=1 , 22 , 7 3, EM= .7 ,L A= 1 ,LSYM=1 ,KPLUME=50S
. $I,NOUT KA=500,JA=-1 , J6=50,MB=4 $
" iWE^ r~1TC(^ T^ 2^ WC^ i6T^ 2"0~7KfCT7 )^ 20TM^  --- " ' "''" -----
BOATtAIL. STRAIGHT P l'PE
1 . . 5 - 0 . 0 1 0
PLUME DATA '." '
T.T5 " " ------- ----- """""" ...... -------
4 . 1 . 2 4
SJET KOUT=10,PRATIO=3. ,TTOT=1 , KMAP= 1 0 , K A = l 90 ,N A ( 1 ) = 15,NA(2 ) = 10,DIST=4. SENf.
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3.2.5 Source Language Listing
C TRANSONIC NACELLE CALCULATION
C THIN,8LUNT COWL LIP
,NMC<2)
2.GAMM « G A » G B , G C » G O , G e - , G F , X (4Q,8 ) ,Y
 ?19,8) » X X P ( 130)
»HM,xE.Ye.YA,XC-*.Rf>»«0»»MFLO»TT«CC»E»'»PH-
4,SIM T H E ( 2 0 ) » C O S T H E ( 2 * ) , R ( 2 0 * l 9 ) » L S v M » L A i D X ( f l ) , O Y ( 8 )
COMMcN/eJLK2/Pu5o»l9', »U(150»19) i V < 1 50 » 19) ,S (150 11*1 »PI (150*19)
1.9.}.tV.Ill 50 «lo) «SI-U5o,19l-,K,St8>2>.,Nr<8,2»
2»MS<8t2)tMr<8,2),TIMp-»nTtKtJ,XOTT(?) fOINF ,QINFN»KDT VS t OTS
COMMcN/HLK3'YET(l30ti"9) .XCS<130) , Xn , XI , X2 , X3. YO » Y2 , ALP (4) ,00 ( 6
B < 130> ,hLPp ( 130 >^HCPR (
«20) »rP2<20l »EP3 ( 1 0^ ) »EP4 ( l 00) »EP5<38> .£Pt(38)
















XPL(200 ' V »PPL ( 2 0 0 ) ,KPP
.PRATlC»oDlST»PRAD»KPLl iME,JJ
JJ_00-
CALL ER»SET(2o8 ,256 ,_ l , l , 0»0)
-_F.ORMAT(lHl.<:9X»MHP.R/>GRAM—L5C/A2ftX,L
IN //20X,3MRUNv l5,13X,I2,lH/,12ilM/,l2//20x-r5MMACHB, l










. .. - _ . . . . - ,8 I4 /4X»2HOD NAC00260
3-,.5X»6F8*3/Ax»6hMREADil,I?,-3X,6HMRI-TFs-»-I2f-3xt3HKA«fl5»3X»3KJA=f 13 —NAC00270
NAC00280
1002 F O R M A T ( 4 X « 2 l H T W O - D I M r N S T O N A L FLOW
— 1 0 0 3 - F O K M A T . ( 4 X i l ^ H A X I s Y W M c T R t C FLOW-X4-
1004 F O P M A T ( 4 X , l b H P o A T T A I i OPTION / )
1005 FORMATt2X»Ib,2X,7(I2'.Elo.3>)



















IF(MREAD.Nr.O) GO TO 8Q













M C ( 8 ) = 9
00(1)= .005
0 0 ( 2 ) a . u O & - -
0 0 ( 3 ) s , o 0 5









00 ( 1 ) =0.
00(2)=. :':
2C












1F.( L s YM. . E.
NCl=NC(l )
NC2=NC(2)
NC 3 =N C.I 3 )_
W«ITE«6tT003)
N C 5 = N C < 5 )
.N C 6=N C (6-1
N C 7 = N C ( 7 )






















































_3£ NRFG ILKEGi sNRFfi /I REG 1 1 «WT fLHFG— » )
NS(1,1)=2
NS<1,2)=2
WS (?'• 1 ) -2
NS<2,2>=2
NS(3,l)s2
^5 (3 ,2) =j
NS(*f 1)=2
NS(*,2)=1










^F ( 1 t2)_-NC1 -1
NF(2,1)=NC?
NF(2,2)=NC.5-1









NF ( 7 ,2 J -MC7-1
NF(8,1)=NCP
NF(d,2)=NC5-l
MS ( 1 » 1 ) ~1
MS(1,2)=1
MS<2tl)=l



















• - -- -•- ••• NA^U i i Jo
NAC01140
NACOU50



























NAKJ 1 <f JO
NAC01440
NACOUSO
N A^O 1 4OO
NACOU70
NACOUBO
K. A r A i A on
KAC01500
NAC01S10
-• • • NAtO 1 520
NAC01530
NAC01540












MF / s ? i -wr^
MF(b,l )=MC6-1
MF (b,2) =MC(,-1
MF f 7.1) 5MC7"1
MF(7,2)=MC7-1
*c #««««#*«»«««»«
c THE FOLLOWING THREE rA«f
MMA^li50

















K>«rn > a tn
G8=l./(GAMVA-i., NAC01850
GC=-(GAMMA.t.l ,.»./. j-GAMtt/L.1.,4 - : - : -- NAC01R60







IF(Nc<L«EG) «LE. 1) GO TO 35
DX(LREG)=l./FLrAT<NC(LPEG)-l)
OY(LREG)=1./FLOAT(MC',LREG)-1)










DO 50 LREG=1,8 . NACQ2050
00 ^2 M«I,»/MAX . ' NAC02060
00 «< N=I»\MAX
4* X (N«LREG) = (N-l)»oX(LSEG) NAC02090
_5£_CON.T.INUE_ ----- ---- NAC02100
LSLt = 0 NAC02UO
NTH=NC4/2 NAC02120
__ NNTHsNREG (A ).»NTH ________ NAC02 \ 30
KPP=\C6 NAC02140
CrtLh WALLH iO.,YO«DU-<»l) NACO?150








-iNiTlALlZAHQM : • -
00 60
00 60 M = 1 » " M A X NAC02250
p (fi| >y XsiL,
«C. . NAC02280











-XO^T-U !-)={>. . >*AC02410
X O T | ( 2 ) = 0 « fSiAC02420
NAC02430
-AAC02440
IF(LCYM.NE.I) CALL ScTNOS(LOUT 1) NAC02450
IF(LoUTl.NE.O) CALL nUTPUN(l»l*3) NAC03460
GO TO 100 NAC024flO
8p CALL TAPE«<MREAO,MRlTE) NAC02490
_C- .MAJN-LOOR NACO?500
100 K=K»1 „ . NAC02510
C TIME STEPSIZE DETERMfNATION NAC02520
DT = 1.
00 120 LREQ=1»7 NACO?550
__n.T.T-tLREG.>.5.1.._






00 A10 N=2»NCC NAC02630


















120 DT=*MIN1 < D T » D T T ((.REG', )
IF(*.LE.-1> ~OTnf>T /2%
)*10.F.O.K) WolTE(6»1005)K«(LREGtDTTjLREG)




•E Q .-U-- 60-TC—£50-
M= I




KO I V c = 1 >0 T./U T-S-i :
O T S = O T / K O I V S
IF( {K / . l - r j )«10 .EQ.K) *R f T E ( 6 f 1005)
J Sul_I I Mt=T I ME>C I-
FUNCT10M
I.F_U I.ME . G£ ..
XoTt(2)=-Q:













IF(LSUP..EO.O) GO TC T80
.



























































IF<KPLUME. r.U.-l) GC rO 200
IF(<K/KPLU>' t )«KPLUvE.NE.K) GO TO 2nO
00 190 N=ltNC6
P P L < M = E x P < P ( N N t l »
1 Q p> vDi t h ^— v v P / r * J M \
CALL PLUME




IFfLSYM.Nt. i ) CALL NpSE
C
X O T T ( 1 ) = X O T T ( 2 ) '
C
IF (JA.EQ.- t ) GO TO 270
I F ( ( K / J A ) < ( > J A . E O « K ) CALL ouTPUN(9 MBii >
2lO IF (JH.EO.-l J GO TO 2^0
IF( (K/JH)»oa.f i :o.K) C^LL OUTPUN(9,Mq,2)
7?n TF (K ,LT •K'* > <JO T" iQO
CALL T « P E « ( « J t M R l T E )
IF(LOUTi f .EG; i ) CALL nUTPUN (9,MBt 2)
STOP
END
r - I J O D n i _ I T T \ _ f c i T A D c R f T A F A n « T R T T C * l
COvMCN/BL^^^Oi'N'4 (243-9 )
COM^CN/BLKS^nUM5(402)
1001 FOfJMAT ( 1 X» 1 OHTAPE K£/ \0 »I5>
1002 F O R M A T ( 1X» 1 IHTAPE * R f T E « l5 )
REWIND 12
5o READ (12 ) UUM]
 fDUM2tDi' iM3,DUM4,OUM5»nUM6,OUM7 fOUM8tDuM9
RETURN
inn T F / T D T T F F r • n \ D c* T 1 1 R
 k i
IF j lRITE.EO.- l ) REwU.D 12
WRI ]E (6t 10M<i) IRITE





N A C 0 1330








N A C 0 .1 4 4 Y)
N A T h i/i^rt
NAC01460
N A C 0 3 4 7 0
NAC03480








• T ••• Oi(j 10
T 00020
T 00030
T A f\ n 4 fl
T 00050
1 00060
ft n A 7ft
T 0^090
T on 1 00
T 00110
T 00120












COMMUTES ALL tNTERIOo ftNO BOUNDARY POINTS
COMMCN/tiLKl'NCIB)«^C(B)»NCl»NC2»NCitNC4»NC5»NC6«NC7tNC8
1-»MC3«MC4 •MC;'«Mt6tMC 7 ,MC«tNHEG< tt) , N*iC (2) »MMC (80 »2) »NMAX
2 » G A M H A » G A » G B , G C » G O » G r i G F , X < 4 0 « 8 ) ,Y f \ 9 » 8 l » X X P ( 1 3 0 )
S t Y Y P d S d t l S N M H t X E t Y p t Y f t f X C t R n » Rn »oMFLO» TT »CC «E^ «Pl I
4«SIMHE (20 ) «COSTHE ( 2 * ) f B ( 2 U * 1 9 ) « L - S v M f L A * D y ( 8 ) t D Y ( 8 )
«MC2
COMMCN/riL'<a/P(A5n»19'> »IJ ( 1 50 » 19) tv ( l50» 19) tS ( 150' 19) »PI(150t 19)
,K »Ot-2,MSlS.2) »MF.t8.2) ,
COf'MCN/HL'<3/YET (I3o»i9) ,XCS(130) . X A tX 1 , X2 . X3 • YQ » Y2. ALP ( * > »DD(6)
l»8el(4)»LSL*J«Hp(l3(l).HL(130)«HC(l3*) »HUPR (130) »HLPR'130)tHcPR(130
—0 Iw£vS I ON -P-DLO-(fl(> »•! 9'^ .»UOL0 'SO 11-9 >-^vOLO-( 80 »-l 9>-»SOLO(yO»l 9 >
NR1=NC1
(2)*NC2


































































IF (|;SYM.NE.l) GO TC T02



































IF (Nk.EQ.NR<i.AND.M.En.Mi'2) RQ TO 4^0
IF(N\.ECl.NR3.ANn.M.Eo»MC3) GO TO 4nfl
108 CONTINUE
XX = *'(N»LR£G>













FT vH- / /ETA— 1 , } oHrPfi fuN i mF TA*HI PR fW»r> ) *rT YO
GO TC 200
I5o csxT=-i.
ETyP-l • / ( Y.F-Hr (NIM) }
ETA=(YYP(NMM»-HC<NN', )«ETYP





ETyP — 1 t
200 GO TO (225,<i5o) ,LM^C
225 PY=JP(NN,C)-P(NN,L-1', )/DYY
UY=(U(NN,L)-U(NN,L-li >/OYY
VY* ' V (N^JfL ) ~V (NN»L-1 1 ) /OYY
SY=(S(NN,L)-S(NNtL-l\ )/OYY
px= (P < i »M) -P ( 1-1 ,M> i /DXX




















A n A.Q A
P 00690
' P 00700















P rt Afl Q A
P 00900
P 00910




P A nQQ A
P 00990
P 01 000
u 1 0 1 1)
P 01020
P 01030
P A 1 A /i A
P 01050
P 01060
"0 I 0 1 0
P 01080
P 01090
D - n 11 nn
V YB ( v; T (NNt L ) — VT (MNil 'lll/nYY
SY»<SI<NN»L>-SI <NN,t_..l»/OYY
IF(LREG.Nt.J) GO TC -i55
T F / L W A r fj F 2 \ fi fi- T ft i^ c.
IF(N.EO.l) GO TO 255
ACH = SORT ( ( u ( NN «M)««2*V(NN »M) «»2) / (GAMM A«EXP (P (N
i i /r AMMA 1 i )
IFjArjH.GT.l'Ol ) I=NN
255 CONUNuE
Px- (p I ( I »M ) -PT ( T - l «M\ ) /nxx
UXslui (ItM)-ui <T-1*M) )/OXX
v x = < v i < I » M ) - V I (T-iiM', >/nxx
SX- ( S I (I i M ) ~S I t T-l »M» ) /OX X
UUsUl (NN,M)
W-U j (fyN ,M )
PO=P(NM»M)




YPsYYP (NN » w '
AA-CcxD*xC': 'NN)





!F(LHEG.Lt.i .ORiLRrG.GE.6) MREG=? '
IF(LA.NE.l) GO TO 31*
IF (LAX .FQ t " i A(H-/\n«y^
IF (LAX.NE*., ' AH = VV/Yo
C EQUATIONS
STa-(AF«SX+AG«SY)
GO TC C350«J75) «LMAC
350 PI (NN,M)=PP + PT«nT
SI (^N«M)=SS»ST«DT
IF (McFG tE°- ! « ANn.M.E^. i > GO TO 3isO
IF(MREG.EU.i.ANn.M.E^.MC2) GO TO 3*2
IF<M&EG.EU.2.AK.r).M.E*.l) GO TO 364
fin Tn A 10
GO 1C 370
36? lFiLRFG.FU.2i r,n Tr ;pA










p A i i on
P 01200
P 01210







P n i on A
P 01290
P 01300



































i.ANO.LSY.i.NE.l) GO TO 400
VWT =UT«TA1+VT«TA2
























VWO = L'0*TA1 +
















I.AND.M.EA.D GO TO 380
i « AND iM , F/-I .MT? 1 GO TO In?
2. AND. M. En. 1) GO TO 3fl4
N)
2 ) GO TO 395









































































0 1 f •» A
01780
01790
































f f K - l H « i 1 K » « » l -K »N" J f ««•» J |
UYP= (U (NRl t 1 ) -D (NR3 t^A3)
•VYPa(V(NRlf.M-V(NR3»»A3)
C VO3 / C f MD 1 . 1 1 C/nD).../i-3l
PPaP(NRltl)
UU=U(NR1,1)
\t\J -r V f MR 1 . I } • , . , - -
GO TC 430
DYP=YYH(NR1 »2).YYP(Nol»l
PXp= (PI (NRl »1)-PI(NA7«1)
VXP=(VI (N«l »1)-VI (NA?tl)
SXP=(SI(NRt »1)-SI (AATtl)




UUsUj (NH1 » 1 )
VV-V I (N»i t \ )
POnP(NRUl)
UOrU {N"l
 t \ )
VOs V (Nttl » 1 )
43f< IF(L4.NE.ll GO TO 44?
x?:::s:sK:i;:j;s:;j:;;i
GO To (*50»469) »L'MAC
45o PI (I^Rl »'l ) ,sPP*pT*oT
U I ( ftp 1 1 ' ) ='. U*UT"DT
SI (NRl»l)=SS*sT«DT
UCC = ljI <MRl « 1 )
VCC = Vl (NRl«.i)
PI (NR7tl )=PCC































































































































46o P(N*i«l)= 5* (PP*P04Pr*OT)
U(NRl»U = 5* (Un*UO»UT*QT)
S(MHl*l)« 5*(5S*SO*ST«OT)
PCC=P(N«1 I'
urc=u (NRi i >
VCC3V(NR1 D
SCC=S(NR1 D
V (NR7 t 1 ) =VCC
5 fKR7t 1 ) =SCt
P f hi U O A u f ^  \ ~ ^  f*1 f* •(|\™£T^1W&**"V»C»
UCN^2^^C2*3^CC
S(N«2»MC2)=SCC
P (N^3 «MC3) =^CC
V(NR3tMC3)=VCC
S(N«3»MC3)aScC
GO T C H r/ 0
C FREE: STREAM
500 CONTINUE .
oo s i o MT! ^ MCI
sin ui d,M)=oi\F
DO 520 NsltNci
5?0 U I (^ t MCl ) =r: ^ NF
00 530 M=1«MC2
53 o ui (NN2tM> =c INF
NN5=KREG(5) *NC5
00 ?40 M=l iMC5




56n ui (N\ tMCft ) =UTMF
NN=NfiEG(7)*N
57c U I (^N t MC7 ) ru INF
600 CONTINUE
C INTERFACE A
IFfCcYM.FQ.l) GO TC V.15
NC]L=NCl-.l
00 blO Nsl/NClL






















P n p n 7 n
P 02880
P 02890
P- . A 3 Q A A
P 02910
P 02920


































fi?C\ ^ I 1 P»k 1 • M 1 ~e I ( MM? Ml
C INTERFACE C
NN4 = NREGC») *NC4






PI (NN4 «M) =2 «»PI (NN4|_T »M)-Pl(NN4L2»M)




PI (NN6«.K) =P I (NN7|M)
Jj j ( N (^ A . M.) = L: l ( NN 7 « M )





UI (^N:7tM) aL-I. (NCI »M)
VI (NN7»M) =»>! (NCI »M)




PI (NN4th) .'=P1 (NN3iM) . • .
LIT (NK!4fMl =1 I fMM,M)
VI (MN4»M)=VI (NN3.M)




00 ttl 0 "-1-1 » MC1




























Pfl i A no
P 01490
P 03500




























OQ £60 N=l *NC6
NN=NPEG(6)»N
86Q U (Nfo »MC6 ) aUlNFN
00 87'j N=l •MC?
NNsNREG(7)+N
9 0 fl r O f* T T M 1 1 F
c INTERFACE A
IF(LsYM.EU.i) GO TC o!5
NC!L~NC i~ i
DO 91 0 N=l »NC1L
NN=NREG(2)*N
P fNK*Mt?) T;P(M. 1 \
V(MN,MC2)=V<Ntl)





V (N'N?«M) rV ( ^ N3 «M)
9?0 S (KNj »M ) -*> ' NN)3,Mj
C INTERFACE C
IF (LSUP .GT . U ) GO TC o32
DO 930 M=l »^C4
P (NN4
 fM) =-2 • 3
GO TC 938
DO 935 K=l tMC4
P <IMN4tM)=2««P (NN4LT»M)-P (NN4L2»M)





V <\'N7»M) =V (Nfv|((,,M)

























































A •a QC Av J85U
03860
03870
A 10 a A
03890
03900




























fl A O 1 A
























no *J?o Nf-1 • MCT










00 ifllO N=l »NFIN





vi < N N » M J =vcLD(NM,M)
10ln <;i (NN f M) =SCLn (KiM,M)
1020 CON|INUE




























































ACH = S O R T < » M ) * » 2 ) / ( G A M M A * E X P ( P ( N N t M ) / G A » S ( N N
I F. { A C H . L L, '!_• 0-LJ— GQ-lK-4 0 2 4_
M = N*1
NL1=N'N»1
IF<Acm .LT.l.ol) GC TO 1026
-GO ...T.C - 1024
i M ).s . (
UlNLl fM)=(
.H) +.P.UiL2-. M)JV.2 .
) 1/2.










































»NC2 »NCl ,NC4 »NC5 »NC6 tNC?»NC8i ^ C J ,MC2
> » NM<; ( 2 ) »MMC (80 «2 ) »NMAX «MK Ax
_2.tGAMKA..OA_iCt».,GC,GD..Gr.«GF.X (40 »fl > ,, Y < l^-.g*.* *XP-< 1304 - — -- :
3»YYP ( 13u» 1^' »Hu»xEtYc» YAtXCtRotRO»cMFLO»T












































.( V I.XNN f L
(SI <NNtl
(PKI,M)
.1 L I ( I . M 1
)/DYY
I -Y.MNN , L.l.Ut/.D.Y.Y__
»-Sl <NN,L.l) I/DYY
-PI(I_1.M', )/OXX













IF (<?.& .EU . 1 ) ^ T=PT-GAM, ,A»AK
UTa'- (At-oUY*AF
VT = - (A t ' *VY.*A
l -XACC«SlNTht




: UI-{ i*N « M) = UU + UT«DT S —-
SI <"'iMM)=SS*ST«DTS
j F-(M ,-NE . l-)--bO—TO-150-
( l . * ( P p R < N ) / o ( N ) )«*2)
TA2=1. /SQ«
V W T = U T » T A l * V T « T A 2
U I
V I





( V V * V ( N N , M ) » V T « D T S )
-GO-JC-150
14" SQR=SO«T(1.*(RPR(N)/a<N)






















































PlsDEL»(P(LUl. j l ) -PI- ,LLl .J l ) )*PI(Li liJl)
U-cLjLL-l-»J4J-MUI-i-Uf
I-VI
 rL|_1 . J l ) ) *V I (L ,
.J l ) ) *S I (L i
vjS^-fPHLt-
- - . _ - . _ _ t J 2 ) > * U I ( L i 2»J2)
V2=<JEL«(V(LL2 . j 2 ) -V i ; , LL2 i J2 ) ) *V I (L i 2»J2)




( V R - V C )
U ( N N t M C 8 ) = L A « C O S T H E ( M ) * V A « S I N T H E ( N \
lO-Jtf-tKN»MC8X_==-yAftclNT>.E^MVtA«C£lSTriE-ti4^
DO 4qo L = l«i













































































IF(ApHl..LT.i.ol) GC rO 494
492 CONTINUE
(»,) * V (MN tM > *COSTHE < N)
)-V (NL2 »M ) «c IN THE
»s (nL2»M) ) /2.





C INTERPOLATION AT iNTcRlOR POINTS










































V1C=1'<LL1. f Hl)«SlNTHr < L J 1 ) * V < L L 1 , I T 1 ) « C O S T H E < L J l >
V2C=U(LLl t I l2)«SlNTH r (LJ l )*V(LLl . lT2)*COSTHE(LJl)
V i r* SI I / I I " ^ • T 1 1 i ^ ^ T f \ i T M * * ( l l ^ l + W f l l *^ T v l l ^ J ^ O Q ^ L J C / l I T 1
—» -J t -v--V l»L- JJ-i-*-^-/- —.>1*» I ritr -*• t^v v •}••T-¥--i V^ WW-^-A T A * -- trf v-J T Wt"* L'JJ~»"
V 4 C = L I ( L L 3 t I l 2 ) « S l N T h c < L J 3 ) + V ( L L 3 , l T ? ) * C O S T H E ( L J 3 )
P8=P(LL1 »I I^> »EpS3« <n(L l l« I I2 ) -P(L j 1»H2) )




V C s V l C + E P S S ^ J V S C - V l C ' i
-SC«5<LL- l« IT i )




























_siJBRcuT INE...KLUBO < x, Y'. YPRJ. .-
COMMCN/H|_K5/XP<200) • vP ( 200 > »KE




102 FORMflTUXi3U,4El6.4 ' ,
3_EORMAT-(10l=).
I F ( L A M P . E C . C ) LlTE=i IPE


















29 IF<KEND.LT.J) GO TC
 4o
CENUl=C
A(2> = ( (YP(3»-YP(2) )/'(Xp(3)-XP(2) )-(YPi
_l_^ -( yR< \.)."XP U)-)-> / < XF < •») -XP ( U-)—
-vp (2) J
8(2> = <YP<H-YP(2)-A (i)«(XP<l)-XP(2) ) **2) / { XP (1 )-XP (2) )
IF(«EN01.LT.3) GO TO 35
-D.O




































50 IF(^ENO.LT.3) GO TC oO
00 *>Q K


























Y a A ( L D * ( X - X p ( L L ) , - - ^ -o •i.u.' - »
















_ « i ' i < 3 ' i « ? > « W < 3 o . 2 » » P < 3 n t ? ) . S < 3 o « 2 ) t P N ( 3 o » 2 >
1 « U N < 3 0 » 2 ) « * N ( 3 0 t 2 ) » S i r < 3 0 « 2 > . T ( 3 o , 2 j ,P'J (30 ,2) ,UO (30 ,2) » WO On »2)
3 » 0 2 » K » O X ( 2 ) » D O X ( 2 ) « N r M » C ( ? ) . » 8 < 2 > . C» ' (2 ) tBN ( 2 ) , I » IA tNA ( 2) «EZ (2)
100) FORMAT( / / / 4A , 1 C ;HpLLMr STRUCTURE /4 v tSHXSTFP , 15 »5X i 2HX =
l t F 8 « 3 « 5 X f 3 K - U X = , F _ l 2 . 4 / / 9 X » l H Y , 9 X » l H o » 9 X . l h V t 9 X t l H U * 8 X » 3 H T / i U
1002
1003 FORNflT(I3« t'lFlO.5)
_WRI_TE_C6 t-LOCliK ^2 .02-
00 AO I=1*IA
-NCsNA.(4-)-.
I F ( i . E Q . l ) N C = N C * l
00 ID Kl = l » l^ t
!->-)-
W R T E { 6 . o - . J ) N p { N , r , iPRES»U(N,I)
" CONTINUE






















r tii »w.u ur i a i v^/WI/t J
—SUBHOUT-INE PLUME
PLUME DEC*
COMMCN/BL*7 /R(30 .2 ) ti'i < 30 « 2> « W (30 t 2 ) t P ( 30 » ?) • S < 30 «2) tPN ( 30 »? )
3 t D Z » K « D X ( 2 » « D D X ( 2 > » N r M , C ( 2 ) « B f 2 ) . C M ( 2 ) , B N ( 2 ) 1 1 1 1 A « N A ( 2 ) t P Z ( 2 )
-4»CZ 1 2> » *O «2> «SOF»erTAF»7»NASAVFr-?NtL-»»NSO»NSrKOUnjT iDPMAXO
itJj
r^; LAMP/ /
—H/01-FORMAT!///* A-»V6HpL-l'Mr.-l»«iPy-T—O4^A-A/4X-»THPoATiO=«F6 . 3t 5X tEHwACHa-
rs , FP .->/ /4X ,6HNA {1) = . 12 ,5X ,6HNA ( 2 ) = t I 2 t 5 X t 3 H M A =
-3»5x*6Hr,AMMA=,i
1002 .FOHMAT(///-iX,14HPLLMr BOUNDARY //I i X t InX i<>X » 1 H Y )












































































-XtN • -14 js-l N r.2 h* 0 X- M-)-







30 IF(R(N»1) .Lj.RK (200) » TO
EPS=1.
GO TC 70
40 D0_Sp..K=-l t I 9-9
IF((R(Ml)-KK(K) )*(R<N,t)-fiK(K«l) ) .LE.S.JfiO TO 60
5o




8p T < N »























































5QF = SMFB(j AMMA* T ( WC 1 7 t
U ( 2 » 1 ) = U .
7 r- rW A on T c T
IA=1
8(1)=0.
1 1 / 1 a l l — — M / T f 1 1 i
BZ(i)=t.'.
€( i ) »r? ( tur i 1 )
CZ(1)=<C(1)-PPAO)/OZ
CALL OUTP
L l IE U
100 K=K*1
n-7- i
00 Ml) 1 = 1. 1 A
IF ( * EO . 1 ) \C-Mr * i
oo iir N=I«MC
DEN — bv (N» I ) **2»GAMMd*T (Ny I )
OUN* = 5QRT((ljtNtI)**2*M(N»IJ**2)/GAMwA''T<NfT)»l )
OEwsARS.JOl** (U(N, I) «,.i (M» I) *GAMMA«T |Nt I)«OilM) /OEM
OZ1=STAB«U)' ( I)« (C ( I ) _ti ( I ) ) /DEM






CP (LL ) -r ( i ft )
I3o CON^IMUE
If ( "lK/KOUT) ^ KOuT.EC.i?) CALL OUTP





- r L <-> U I (J^ U
PLUOIOSO
PLU01Q90







































i » n < 3 0 , 2 > » * < 3 0 . 2 ) » P < 3 0 » ? ) » S ( 3 0 « 2 ) » P N ( 3 0 » 2 >
( 3 3 « 2 ) » T ( 3 o , 2 i , P O ( 3 0 , 2 ) , U O ( 3 0 , 2 ) , W O ( 3 o . 2 )
,TmT_
l« UN(3 0
_2jSLOA3.a . _ . . _ . . _ . . . . „
3 » D Z « K « O A ( 2 ) » D n x ( 2 > »NrM,r (2) tB (2) .CM (2) ,BN (2) , I, IA «KjA (2) »EZ (2)
4 , C Z < ? ) » M 3 » 2 ) »SOF, f l cTAF,Z»NASAVF:»7N iL1 »NSO«NS .KOUNiT ,0PM A XO
'- ~ ~ -•vIS-UPfiAO-.ICPkUuE^J^
SUP0.1030
DIMENSION OH (30) , D 2 P ' , 4 0 ) , C O ( 2 ) . T O Y ( 2 ) « E R R ( 2 )

















_I E-(-\S*ME^  N S 0) K OUM^= *
IF(Nc.NE.NSO) GO TC «,0
























C ( 2 ' . = C ( l ) • SuPO-1350
C Z ( 2 ) = C Z ( U SuP0^360
-C-4-l-UM-lMC.ia.) • : -SLIP00370
l = ( U ( N C » l ) « W ( N C f ? ) . - < S A M M A « T ( N C » i ' ) * S Q R T f (U (NC* 1) «*2«W (NC, 1) «*2 SuPQo380
_ ' M A / T ( . ^ C , 1 ) - 1 , ) ) / ( w ( N C » l ) « * 2 - G f t M M A « T < N C « l ) ) SuPO 1390
—BZ-<2)=CZM>- _SUP00400






- O O X - < 2 ) »NA<2
X
00 i NN=N?M,NCSA
i ( N » 2 ) - K (NNt 1 )
_IF_(.lP.PQ..EU..U_.GO_TC_^0
IF(^LM.GT;. 'J) GO TC ,iO
EPs (R ( N « 2 ) -''(NN-l t 1 ) 't / (P(NNf 1)-R (NM.1,1) )













-i « i ) *EP« fW (NN. 1 )-IK (NN-1 t i l l































7 o 0 0 2 l ; ? I = l » l A
N C = N A ( I ) + 1 . .
IF(N«I.EQ.1 ) GO TO 2*0
IF(N]EQ.NC)NM1=N-1
U X s « U ( N ^ l • I ' - l l fNM] , I', ) » O t ) X ( H
wx= (ui (isi^i t r ) -w (Niyi 1 1 \ ) «nox ( I >
S X = ( S ( N P 1 » I > - S < N M l t l i )«nDX ( I )
AA= A . ' < w (N'i 1 > »«2-GAMuA»T (N» I ) )
. IF ( IA.E«.2.«Nn. I .EG.T.ANn.N.EO«NC) GO TO 140
IF j I .EO^ .A^D.N.EQ.NAt?) ) S X = ( S ( N . 2 i - S ( N - l , 2 ) > « O O X ( 2 )
IF ( 1 ,w£ , ] -CH,4.N£.2) rsO TO £0
PX.= 0.
AC = Gf lMMA«MJ°w JK ., i )
A O = A A « . T A I J « T IN, i )









S|JP 0 1 94 0
. ... ^i iP n f~i Q^ n
SUP00970
SUPOT990
S l jPO lOOO





Ci iP n i A 7 n
SUPOIOSO
SUP01090
SnPn i i nn
127
IBZ ( LL« (X-tN*ll.i,)»C2 II X«XtN. U4
A F = X 7 * T A U * X H
IF(I.E0.2.AND.N.E0.1',GO TO 100
IF(I .EO.IA.-ANO.N.EG.-K,C) 60 TO 15o
_OUM=.AC*UX«.AR.
PZs"/ iE«PX»GAMMA»AB«Qv*XR»DOM«jJ«oU»
IF(J j .EO.O)*»0 TO 90
IF<Jj«I .EU. l .AKD.N.En«2)Gn TO 90




N C 1 = N A ( 1 ) +2
B E T A l = S G R T { <U U 1 2) ««7>»W < 1
 f 2 ) ««2)
_8ETA?=SUR-T-t-(4J-t2-,
A A 1 = A A





E P S = ( C M f V ) - t (
IF(tpS.LT..'M
) - A L A M T « D Z ) / ( O X ( 2 ) / X o * ( A L A H 2 - A L A M l ) * O Z )
_T AUJ s LU3.. 2-L /. W. (O-. 2 )-
TT( jSr2.«TAi . . * -TAU3»EPc«<TAu3-TA(J2)
J)UM-2= W 12.. 2 J./8E-T A2/_T-
O O M l s ! J < . l » 2 ) * ( l ) ( l , 2 ) - u ( l - f 2 ) « B E T A l ) « r t A l / B E . T A l




EN.l=.tW-SQ« - - •





















































VMfi)C-UfJ (NC-J ' 1 ) *T A 1 *W«"i (NCI »1 ) * T A 3
UWNCsUU (NCI « 1 )«ENl»v»M (NCI » 1 ) *EN3
UrtNsijWNG* (•"U«t;r'.\c»l .', /GF/5f NC
UN ( 1
 f2) sU^'-'EMl + V W N C A T A 1
SN( 1 12) =SN (NCI , i > »PN?N-PN (NCI »1 ) *GAMMA«ALOG (UWNC/UWN)
Pfj ( i ,2 ) — Q A ' 1 *Dl l»<*TAU2M
.IF(ME.E(J.2) GO TO 12"
GO tc 1 10
12? I F ( A R S < E R W ( M E ) , .LT.1^E-<S) GO TO 13*
I f ( AgS ( t fiH ( ^  ) -£ Pp ( 1 ) ^  »GT
 1 1 «E~8 ) (>0 TO 122
GO TC 124
12? T R Y w - T P Y ( l ) ~ F P R M ) * t - R V ( ? l — Tfl Y 1 1 \ 1 / ( F n o i ? i _ r n o ( i l )
Toy ( n) = T P * A
KIP=KIP*1 .
IF(KIP.LT.2'J) GO TC ?10
C Z N = T R Y A
GO TC 2 0
!*•; CONTINUE
IF fLCOP.E-. 1 ) GO TO ?00
CN ( 1 )=C ( 1 * +C2 ( 1 ) »DZ
AA2 = 1 ./ ( • / ) ( r v - ' 'M« l )«*E- / ;AM u A»T (NCM t V) )
B E T A i =SQHT ( <U (N C f l )«*2* '«MNC » 1 ) «*? ) /GAMM A/T (NC »!)-!.)
A L A M l P s ( U ( \.C « v ) « w ( N r • 1 ) * G A M M A * T ( MC » 1 ) "BETA 1 ) « AAl







3Ur U I r cO
SUP01730
SUP01740








-'Jr 0 I O*»U
S'jPoiaso
SUP01860





Ci fp/l | Q *S rt
SUP01940
SIJP01950
Ci |P A 1 f\* A
SUP01970
SUP01980
. Ci iP n i QQ n
SUP02000
SUP02Q30
A L A M ^ M s (U ( \CM, 1 ) «W (NrM, 1 ) -GAMMA«T (MC^» 1 ) f l«ETA2) «A A2 SIIP02060
. E P S P = < C N ( l ) - » f M C M t 1 ) . A L A M ? P * D Z ) / ( D Y ( 1 ) X X R * ( AL'AM 1 P-4LAM2P ) *oZ)












= ll(NCM»l) /v« (NC>*»r )
129













02 = 2. « G A « ( T TOT. TEMP)
(NC»1)»7A | ,N




P280UN= (PN f N, T )-pBCU-Ti)
T A U * = U X / W I N « I ) - T A U « Q v .
_SMF.5_(iJi)-T-*£ Ap.t-.Pr4 CN ii J.y-GAlj!!a.
, (M,I)«*2«(PX*eZBOuN/ALAM)»TAUX)«ALAI"
S N ( N , I ) = S ( N ' T )









_ C ^(J A ) js.*,S « (t Q.(.J.A4
V«NCN«I)=S(JPT (SOF/(1.*TAUN««2)
UN(N,I)=TALN«wN(N»I)






















































flfU / 1 t T»tt t \ \ ' '
BN(2)=CN(1)
--. I F f i ' A » F O 2 1 P 7 f l \ s f * 7 » \
8Z<2)rCZN
00 25Ti I = l f l A




00 220 N'sl t NC
PO (fn« I ) =P (N » I )
W.N< 1 , 1 ) =WN (-It 1 )
SN 1 1 1 1 ) ~SN (^ 1 1 )
UN( 1 t 1 ) =-U\ <3»1 >
UN(2,1)=0.
00 ?40 Mslt^C
U(N » I >'=UN (•:.»!)
W <N t T )'=*w ('- » I )
S (N»T ) =SN ('. » I)





SUH^OUTlNE OUTPMN ' I Rc'G-t NJT-Tp'-ES»-I T-YPc" )
COM^CN/BLM^NCtQ) »^C(8) »NCl»NC2iNC^tNC4tNC5«^C6»NC7»NC8»-fCl »MC2




















CtiPn -a n in
SUP03040
SUP03050

















1 tBE' (4) .LSLH'tHU<l3u)'.HL(130) »HC ( 1 3 A ) f HijPP ( 1 30 ) .HLPR(130> tHcPR( 130)0 OT110
COyMCN/HL^^EPI (20).rP2(20)»EP3(10;;)tEP4(l60)»EP5(38) ,EP6<38) 0 00120
2«I1 <IPO) »I2<100).«JR(pO,19) »B(20) *8pR<2o>



















F O R M A T ( / / 4 X » 2 7 N B O A T T A l L SURFACE FLoW FIELD /)
FORMAT <//4X.2flHl=loATmL COMPLETE F t 0* FIELD /)
«27hNACELf-E—COMP-LETE_F-LAW--F-_IELO~-VL)

















IF(ATYPE.EC.3) GO TO 2lo
-IF <-LSYM. EQ.-1)_GO--IC-^ - :
 :
IF(.A.TYPE.EG..11 GO TO iQO
G O 1 0 4 ' - . • ; . -
















































10 DO "0 L«EG=lRStIRF
IF(LREG.EU.b)
 Go TC nO



























IF(i-SYM.NE.i) GO TC iO
IFjLSYM.EQ.i) GO TC aO
4r WRlTf (61 1 QC^) L^EG
00 7o M=MSTA»MFIN
*Rl]F (6t 10;3)M




ACH = FACH (U<NN«H) , V (Nk|»M) tAS)
ENTSS <NN»M)»1000
IF(LREG.NE.tt) GO TC £0
VCAH=U(NN»^)«SINTHE ( M ) * V (NN »M) «COSTHE ( N)







IF(*HSIU(NN»M) ) , GT . 1 E'—'? ) SLOPE=V (NK^MJ/U^'fN*
60 WRlfE(6tl004)M^xptYP'PRES»ASfU(NN.M) fV(NN.M)
80 CONTINUE - . .
























































A <i o c n
07960
00970
~ W ™ 9 B 0
00990
OlOOO





DO 9o L= l»2) *6
EMOOT=0.
EMJ=O.
00-85- M=2«f C3 -
-YYP (NvM,M-l
. - _ . . ) . S ( N N . . » M ) >
= FACH«U(NNM.M) tV ( K i N M « M ) f AS)
IF(Li.EO.l)
85
W R l t E ( 6 » 1 0 1 b )
1018 F O R M A T ( / / 4 X f 2 H X s , F 7 , 4 » 5 X , 5 H M O O T = , F q . 4 / / >
RETURN
C SURFACE FLTW FIFLD - NACELLE
100 VnRlTf (6« 10C«> K«Tll*£
00 2(jg L = 1|5
GO TC ( 1 1 Oi 120» 130 t 1&0








WRlf £ <t>» 10l2)
L R E G c %
NST*sNC8/2» 1
MFINsNCS
GO TO 160 .
140 LPF,GS3
NF1NBNC3 , .
GO TC 1 60
"' £&":"«! ,
NFjNsNC6
16'; 00 l<30 NL = N5TA «N'FlN
N=NL •
IF(L FQ.l) N-^|plN-^L4l
PRpSsFPHES (H (NN tM) )
PTcTsFPToT (^RfSt ACH )
^1 nPF- •< -
IF(A9S(U<NKtM) ) ,GT«l~E-fi) SLOPE = V (NNt H ) /U <MN »M)
GO TC 1^0
I7r VD_K f M . 1.1 \ 0r()CTUC* * M ^  *,TA OH
YPsfi (NtM) *s INTHF. (N> *uH
SLQPF=0«











U 0 1 1 70
0 01180
0 01190
O A I 3 A A•w i cUO
0 01210
0 01220





ft A 1 ^Q A
0 01300
0 01310





U U 1 JOO
0 01390
0 01400


























21 0 WRliE <6« 101*)
IF (LTYM.EQ. 1 ) GO TC 325
WRlTE(6f l O l b j
00 *?6 Nsl»NC8
THE=OTI«X (i\ »«) *PiI/2
XPaB(N)«COSTHE(N) *fiO.RO
yp=6 (N) tfSr^THE (N) «Hu
2?P WR I T£ ( 6 * 1 01 ^  ) X P» YP t THE iB (N) »RPR (N ) '
225 DO *90 Lsl**
GO TC (230»240.250,2«,0) ,|_
?3o IF (LsYM.EQ* -M -GO TC ^3?
wRlTE(6f!0;:^)
WRl]E(6»101b)
NS7^-NNC ( 1 >
GO TC 234
23? WRjTp(6.10l r>
WRjT^ ( f t , ions* j • ' . • •
























27f) DO 250 M=NSTA,KFIN
NNs^RFGtLfpG' *N
IF (1. ,EP« 1 T"-K tl-. Fr)T4»— MPReHUHH-lNNl
IF(U.EQ.2«CH.L.EQ.3) HpDeHUPR(NN)









O ft 1 JL A A
0 01670
0 01680
U U I oifO
0 01700
0 01710









U U I O I 0
0 01820
0 01830
U 0 1 OH0
0 01850
0 Olfl60





n n 1 otn
0 01940
0 01950

















 0 — 02120
0 02130
0 02140
















1002 FORMAT ( 4.x^ 8H IMTER lCR/8x f 1HN *^XflHM,3Xt2Hll t3Xt2Hl2f3X»2HLl
1003 FORMAT (4X»4Hx=RO/8X»iHM»3X»2HMRf2X,3hNNCt4X»lHNf3X,2HM3t3X
lf2HM4»6Xf3htP5t9X»3HrP6)
1004 FORMAT (4,Xi6l^v?El2 ^\
C SET UP FOR INTERPOLATION AT R=C
CC=RO





DO ifl M=l ffC8
V. R.(NfM) =Y (M»b) * (CC~B8> *BB
NA8=NC8-1 .
IF ( JBITE.NE .0) WpITF',6,1 OO1 )
DO *00 N=2«NAR .
IF(N.EQ.NM) GO. TO 13* ; .
' • • • YA=CC»SIN(THE:)*MH. . . , . - • • - - .
IF(THEtGT.PiI) fio TO 2fl
LRE^=7
MREGal . , ;
GO tn l:i
2 o LREf=3 ' . . . . •
30 NCC = NC (LREC-)
DO 5n L-l »NCc







 Go TO oO
DO 1Q ,Mal »WC?5.









































<JQ _ T, c - 9 ''• -
80 DO <?4 LM=1«MC3
RRl.=--SQRTUAll..R0)««p*<-Y.Y.<LLl»M)-.HH)««2>-













 Go TC ol
_GO^ J^ -9.
91 C O N T I N U E
ISlT.l
"-U-: -9-
IF(ISIT..E'J.^) GO TC 7.20
IF(MBEG.EQ.*) GO TC T05
-00-.-'16c--«*A«MCl;iF(YY(LLi»v' .ST.Y-A) «o TO
100 CONTINUE
115






























































c SET UP FOR INTERIOR oOiNT INTERPOLATION
JJ-Q
IF(JRITE.NE'O) WRITE',6,1002)
00 *00 LI=lt2 •
IF(LI,EO,2) GO TO 21*
G0"]o 220
220 NCC=kC<LREG'
I-r (Av.(.MN) .nT.pf)) GG TO 360
00 340 LM=l »MCC
TF (LI «EQ»2) M=MCC~LM+1
X A = AX(NN) . . . . . . .
YA=YY«NN,M)
pAsScRT ( (X/S-Rf) ) ««2+ ( vA«HH) **2)
IF(RA.GT.CC». GO TO 3A5
THEAsATAN|2(YA-HH,XA-00)
JJ=JJ*1
J R ( N R t M ) s J j • • . - . ' :
THESP I I*x '1- *8) *PI 1/2.
IF (THE.GT.THEA', GO To 260
LI <JJ)=L*Nf--fc.G<a)-l
THEA=PII«X(L-l ,8)*PlT/2.
00 270 1=1 iMC«
IF(RR.GT.Ha) GO TO 2qO
27n CONTINUE
28f-_JF (I .FQ.l ) Is?
I2(Jj)=I








*>E ' 0 1 200
SET01210
SET01220
3c ' u 1 2 JO
SET01240
SET01250
Cc T ft i 5/« ft
SET01270
SET012BO










*5 e T ft l A i A
SETOU20
SET01430
*iFTn i A. Aft
- SETOU50
SET01460
3t ' 0 1 * r 0SE.TOUSO
SET01490
^C. ' U 1 Z>UU
.SET01510
SET 01 520
















EP3 < J J > -(Tht-A-THEl ) / fT(-(F3-THE1 )
EP4 (JJ)=.5« < (PA-PRE) /{RP1-KW2) « (PA.RR4)/(RR3-RR4) )
IF(JRITE.NF.O) WRITE, 6, 100*>N,M,I1 f JJ).I2(JJ) ,Ll (Jj> .L3IJJ)
1
 f Eo3 ( j j) ,EP4 ( jj)
3*o CONTINUE
3*5 MMC <NR«LI ) =M
35* COKTINIIF
360 N N C < l _ I > = N
400 CONTINUE
c «;FT HP FnR INTERPOLATIQW ALONQ x=P*
IF(JRITE.NE'O) WRITE'/6,1003)
DO 660 LI=1 »2
IF(bI.EQ.2) GO TO 51*
N 1 - ?
LREG=7





00 590 M=l .MPA ....
MR= IL I- 1 ) *VWAX*V




YP8= ( ( xHH-xCO) / ( XA/i-yCC) ) * t YAA-YCC) +YCC
IF (f'.EU. 1) tip TO 550
00 630 MM=1 »Mf;c






IwRltp (.fef 1 Ot*> VtMRiNbC«Mf M3 (MR) tM4 (MH) .EPS (MR) t£P6 (MR)
GO -f.C 590

















Cr Tn l o i n
SET01820
SET01830






Cp T n i n A A
SET01910
SET01920
cc"T n l o^ n
SET01940
SETC1950
CfTn l nc.it3t ' 0 I 960
SETO i97o
SET01980
































-SURROU-T INE . SjRECH CWRt — ^^ STROnolO
tNC l»NC2»NC3»NC4«NC5tNC6tNC7»NCf l»VC1tMC2 STR00020
l»MC3,MC4,MCS>,MC6 t MC7 f Mcf l |N f iEG(8) ,NMC(2) » M M C ( 8 0 « 2 ) »NMAXtM| i /Ax STR00030





»LS(.H,HU(l3o)',HL(130) tHC(l3') fHUPR(130) »HLPR(130) »HCPR (130 ) ST«00080
STP-00090
1001 FORMAT( /4X , * lHSTRECHfNG PARAMETERS / 4 x t 4 M XO=.E l2 .4 t3X
,4 ,3Xt4 u A 3 s , E l 2 . 4 t 3 x » 4 H YO= tE l2 .4
ls iEl2*4«3y*4HAL2atE12i
-F_l..<F:,A4.taE.L=.5«(4«*TftNH.(AL-*^F--.5>-4-yeE)
F2 (G ,AL tBE)=2 .«BE / (A i *( V.-(2.«G-1.)««2«BE««2)
G l ( F , A 1 t A 2 ) = ( A I + A 2 « A j OG ( F ) ) « A L O G ( F j
-G2<F-,Al.A2.)=-(-Al*2.«A?«Al..O&<F-)V/F
IF( tAMP.NE.O) GO TO 702 '
STRETCHING PARAMETER*
L=1. a- -.—
IF(L.EQ.2> GO TO 1






















































GO TO< 11» 12. 13» U).






























U_AL8«R = AL (l.)--ERR.(.i-)..« (










STRETCHING UERlVATlVrS AND BODY GEOMETRY






















































GO To (110, !20tJJ30.1iO, 150.160. l70>tlrRE6
115 1F(N.EQ.UCO TO 111
XXP(NN)=Gl (Xx.xO.X2)
xc$ (NNI =1 ./t>? ( xx.Xo t^?) '
GO TC 112
112 JFjf'.EQ.MCC'GO TO 1 1 •>
YF.T CNN.M) =-i ,/G?( i ,-vYtYo.*?)
GO TC 1U
H3YYP*NN»M)*500«
YET <n.N.N) =^ i




12p IF (LSYM.EU. 1) GO TC ?90





l?a PTASr.lf vv • iLp / i i i'BF T '« 1 > 1
YYP(NN»I-.)=YA«ETA
YET(KN,M)=Fii(ETA,ALP'fl) »BET (1) )
r.A( L WALL (?»XXP (N^) t flU, ftHPR* 1 )
HU(N.K)=AH
HLPR (NN) =AKHR
CAL1- WALL (? 'XXP (NN) »^H« AHPRt 2)
HC(NN)=AH
GO TO 190
I3o IF(LSYM.E<J.l) GO TC T9Q
CSI=F1 (XX.ALP(2) »8ET'(2) )
xxp (I^ KO =KC«CSI
XCS (N'N)s.F2(.CSI iALP(2\ »RET (2) )
HL (N^ ) =AH • :
HLPR (NN) =Ai-Hp
CALh *<1LL < 3 » XXP (NN) i ^ H, AHPf< »2)
HCPR (NN) =At-HR
ETA=F1 (YYfALP(i) ,8ET',1) )
YET (NNtM).=F<i ( ETA. ALP 'f 1 ) »BET (1 ) )
GO TO 190




STRn i i 40
STROU50
STROU60











































F T A = r 1 i V Y i A L P l l \ H F T '. 1 \ \
YYP (NNtM) =HC <NN) * (HL (NN)-HC (NN) ) «ErA
YET<KNtM)=F«!<ETA»ALPil).»BET<l) )
. /Ifi T A 1 Q A




i ** i ¥ v o l K M \ — ^  n r. *
152 CALL -WALL(5»XXP(NN) « S'Hf AHPR i 1 )
CALL WALL (5»XXP (NN) , «H, AHPH»2)
HCPR(NN)=AhPR
ETA = Fl (YY.flLP(l) ,BET>1) )





161 XXP ?NN) =500 •
XCS<K'N)=0.




GO TO 1 9o
I7o CSI=F1 (XX»flLP (4) ,BET(4) )
XXP(KN)=Xt«CSI
XCSUN) =F2 t C«?I ,ALP(4\ •8P"''<4) )












































— s T •" 0 c 0 £• "
STR02030
STR02040






CTDA?I i AJl^Ucl 10
STR02120
STR02130
60 TC 1*0 e;0;;;c«171 YYP<N*.H,.S«0. . I™*™
^—- — STR02170195
 CONTINUE ' !!;;??;;
-_2H£L_CONTlNUE__ HSSII22
_fl EiURAL_ : : , '_ _s T R 0 2 210
END STR02220
WALL<LREG',X,Y : ,YP»UP) •• rKALO'ioio
» K C l » N C 2 » N C l » N C 4 » N C 5 , N C 6 « N C 7 » N C 8 i f C l » M C 2
( f l O » 2 > t N M A X , M f / A x
,GAtG» , f iC .GO,Gc tGF- ,XX(4o»ev»v¥ t l 9»84 -»XXP<130) ———*At-00040
3,YYP(13C»li>,HH,xF,mYft,xC,Ri»Pn,oMFLO,'
»COSTHE(2") ,P<?0,19) ,I.SvMfL4.0*(H) »OY<a) WAL01Q60
'4-9->-»YOuT-(9->-»:—*ALO'>070
1YPOUT (9) ,LFUNO(9) ,AQT (9) ,A,02(9) »Xlv(9),¥lN(9)»YPINj9) »LFLNI (9) KAL00080
2«AI1(9) ,AI2(9),A(20) KAL00090
/(XL-XR)—





1000 F O R M A T ' ( 2 0 A ' 4 ) . WALOM70
1001 F O R H A T I 3 F 1 .4,3110) WAL00180
_MM>2- FORMAT-(-A-X »J*HGFQMETRv—IJJPyl-/4-X-»2Htw^F-7-.^5X,5HHBAR-a^F7*4,5x —T-*»ALOll90
1 ,6HRN'-1AR=»F t .4) . W A L C T 2 0 0
1003 F O R M A T (4X»P«COViL L IP/5x ,4HXBAR«6X » « H Y B A R » f ) X , 3HYPR ) WAL00210
_M»0*-F-OPMAT ( * X » I JMf XTE-R'v-di GOtoLr/5X^4Hx8A-Rt6x»-4H¥8AHt6X-»3HYPR —*ALO'>220
1 , lo.At4HLFlM ) WAL00230
1005 F O R M A T <<Kt 1 JHINTERNAJ' COWL/5X«4HxBaR»6X»4HYRAR,6X»3HYPR *ALO')240
1., l.j}X,4HLFUfvl—--— — WAL00250
DAT* LAMP/ / KAL00260
IF(LAMP.Nt.U) GO TC TOO WAL01270
REAL) .(5t.l03C.)_A--
 : —: — r W A L O - S s a O
W R I T E (6»10 r .U) A '. taAL00290
. HAL01300
*(ALOl31f)
R E A D ( 5 » 1 0 0 ) ) ELL»H6ADfRNBAR.JNOS8». )OUTBt JTN8
W R I T E (6 ,10-«; )ELL,HBAo»RM8A,R
_RN=RKflAR/ELU-^ : : 1 ' '• : : : '• -—^ W A L O " > 3 4 0
RO=3,*PN . ^AL00350
• " " • • • lNALO'!360
XFr*.*RU WAL003BO
DUM=RMFLO»EM»((l.»GO«EM«»2)/GE)»«(-GC/2.) WAL00390
. IF(LA.EO. l ) TT=HH*SOnt(nUM)
EP=»000'.il WAL00420
—C -COtoi- LIP--OA-T.A--; _ : —V»AL00430
JNOSaJNOSb - . . . . . - W A L O U 4 0
IF(JNOS.EO.O) GO TC p5 WAL00450
-iiRl If (6« 10;3) •
DO *0 J=1«JNOS -.,, • W A L O T 4 7 0




JF_(.J..EQ . 1 )._«0 .TQ.-& , *Al'00520





6 T H E < J ) = T P I C 2 K A L O T 5 8 0
-7—IF~< T>E < v»> .GT..P i I.-EP . *ND.THE WV.L-T-.oI I+EP>—THE t^=pH-
(XNOS-R*)»«2*<YNOS-HH)««2) , WAL01600
BPNO?(J)=0.
-IF t IKE -I J > .Nt-.PI I > BPN(/»S^ J-) slYPHAB »4MH-*wOS>V ( SIN (-THE (J) > *<STN (
1THE(J>)-COS(THE(J))«CPBAR))-BNOS(J)«COS(TME<J»)/SjN(THE(J)) „_- __.
10 CONTINUE " WALOT640
JNC>1 =JNOS-1 WAlO' i fcSO
"" J=1«JNO$1 V»AL0^660
(J) «Tu£ ( J»l ) »8NOS( Ji »ti,MOS (J«l).BPNOS(J)»apNOS<J*1))WALOl670
C EXTERNAL 'CCW.L DATA
25 JOuTsJOUTtf+t HAL00700
1^=0*—- toALOf>7lO
V « A L O T 7 3 0
-WAL00740
00 3fl J=?»jOuT WAL00760
tYP-OU.T (J) t-LFiiNO:UU-
> P - l T E ( b » 1 0 : i ) y B A R i Y 8 A R , Y P O U T ( J ) ,LFnNO(J) hALOn78fl
XOU^ (J) =xt iAH/ f |_L*RO *»ALOn790
-3X_YOU I (J J = Yd A K /£ L l^ -^  : : IN A L 0 0 fl 0 0
YE=,YCUT ( JOL i > WALOISIO
JOUT1=JOUT-1 *AL008'20
D.O-46:--J.= l.tJWUTl: •— ,_
IF (LFUNO(J).EQ.l) GO TO 35 •
AO.l (j)=ACUr? (XOUT(J) tvOtJT(J*U'»YOi|T'(J) »YOUT(J*1) tYPoUT(J) « YPOUT (J+ 1»« ALQ1850
_l JLl——'- : _ : — k A L 0 »« 6 0
AO?(.J)=riCUH ( X O U T ( J ) » v O u T ( J * l ) t Y O l j T f J) » Y O U T ( J » 1 ) t Y P Q U T ( J ) »YPOUT (J* 1 HALO.^870
GO_Tc_Ai: — ViALO-1890
35 A O T • * J ) =i;•,
A 0 2 < J > = ; : .
W A L 0 n 9 2 0
.INTtfiNAL CC*»L DATA






LF-ON T (' ' =^ —— '• : fc ALO I 0 1 0
WPlTf(btlOOb) WAL01020
00 50 J=2»jiN91 145 KAL01030







X l N < j l N « 2 ) = ( X F « X C ) / 2 .
tlN-LjlNa.Zl.slT.
KAL01080
w AL 0 U 00
LFUNl ( JlNd?>=3
XlN(jIN)=XF
Y P I '* ( J I M ) = •
LFljN I(JlN)sJ
IF(LFUNI (J) .EO.DGC rO 55





1°0 IF(l-P.EW.2) GO TO *0*
IF (LRFQ.E^.**) GO Tc -»0o
IF(LREGiGT. l.ANin.LKErs.UT.f,) GO TO ?00
C EXTERNAL CrwL pATA
IFCX.LT.O.I^O TO 120
IF(A.GT.xF)tiO TO 130
00 1 1 'i J=2»JOllT
IF(X.LT.XOLT(J) >GO Tn 1 15
1 1 •** CON ' IfJUE
115 YaYCLH (X,XCUT (L ) t'YCUf(L-) • YPOUT (L)«AOl(L-l)fA02(L-l))






C INTERNAL CCWL GEQMET6Y
200 IF(X.LT.O«.OR.X.GT.Xr) GO TO 220
00 <?10 Ja2tJlNJ
IF(X»LT.XIN<J))GO TO 2\5
210 CON 1 INUF




C CO^L LIP GEOMETRY
300 DO flO J=2»JNOS 146
KALOU20
UAL01130
WflLO 1 1 40
KAL01150
MAL01160





ta A 1 n i -j "^n
»«AL01240
. KAL01250












w ft t n i A i A
VHAL01420
WAL01430
w AI n i A An
WALOU50
KALO 1460
» fl L V 1470
WAL01480
W ALO 1490
(M A 1 niCHA
WAL01510
I*AL01520
y A 1 rt i c "3 n
*AL01540
>AL01550
w AT n i c*ifl
VKALOT570
L> »l A t con
1 a.J x
IF(X.LT,TH£(J) )GO TO 315 '
31 0 CONTINUE













1» A L 0 1 6 6 0
*ALOI670
VHAL0168Q
k» A 1 A 1 4 O A
COMpcN/bLKR-'PRATlOf R^IST«PRAD»KPLUuE »JJ
COMMCN/BLK6/ 7K ( 200 ) '.PK < 200 ) »KEND
_^ »1 F-OWMAT (ZF-l-r. .4 )
30 DO 40 K=2,KENO
tf.-l.-2K (K-^ .G-f:. 2->—ftO—T-n-50- —
40 CONTINUE
50 Ll'K-1
EPS(Z-ZK(L-1) )/<ZK
<i 2)-PK(Ll)
P-s«LOG
RpfyRN
-BQUO^OlO—
BQUOT020
80U01050
BQU00090
-BOUOTlOO"
BOUOH20
BOUO'JISO
147
